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Abstract
This study is concerned with followers impact on managerial leadership. In

the traditional leader-centric views on leadership, influence is regarded as

something coming from above in the organization. We take another stance, and

look at influence as wave from followers, rising up in the organizational system.

This study aims to contribute to the expansion of the followership research field,

which would simultaneously lead to filling gaps within leadership research.

Based on our findings from five cases, we found that followers have influence

not only on leaders but on the whole organization system. A major finding was

that the attitude among followers had a huge impact on leaders motivation and

performance. Other means of influence were discovered as well.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In the following chapter, the background of the research issue, our research

question and the purpose of this study is presented and discussed. The chapter is

concluded with the disposition of the thesis.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.1: Background

Followership as a research area of its own has historically not been given nearly

as much attention as traditional leadership research. Studies on leadership has largely

been focused on the leader and his or her behavior, which followers will have to react

and respond to. Of course, followers have been recognized as necessary for leadership

to occur, because if there is no one following, leader will not exist. However, the old

leader-centric perspective on leadership viewed followers as subjects to the leader,

who obeyed and responded to what the leader said and decided (Uhl-Bien et. al 2013).

There has been a shift away from this view though. Modern leadership research

does, and should, give more importance to the role that followers play in the

construction of the leadership (Shamir 2007). Follower- centric views on leadership

recognized that followers are not subordinates who blindly follow their leaders, but

can be an important aspect of how the leadership is enacted towards them. The word

follower can have different meaning depending on who you ask and what the context

is. For example, when doing a Google search for ”followers” (as of March 29th 2016),

all the results on the first page are about ”how to increase your number of Instagram

followers” and the like. This study is not concerned with followers on social media

though, but rather followers within business organization. Kellerman (2008, p. XIX)

defined followers as ”subordinates who have less power, authority and influence than

do their superiors, and who therefore usually, but not invariably, fall into line”.

When Lipman-Blumen et. al (2008) discuss followership, they refer to it as a

capacity of people in organizations, groups and teams to follow a leader. This means

that who is a follower will depend on situation, since it is a fact that there in most

cases will be at least someone with more authority. Some people will be in one

position more often than the other though. This is recognized by Malakyan (2014),
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who introduced the approach of LFT, Leader Follower Trade, which means that most

people will have to shift between the role of leader and the role of follower.

Followership as a shifting role has also been discussed by Howell and Mendez (2008),

who like Malakyan (2014) argue that neither followership nor leadership are static

roles, but shift depending on situation and context. Howell and Mendez (2008)

proposed two other perspectives on followership, followership as an independent role

and followership as an interactive role. Descriptions of the three perspectives on

followership will be found in the literature review of this paper.

Having now presented the definition of follower that will be used in this study, it

can be important to also note that while there are general definitions of what a

follower is, not all followers are the same. For example, Kelley (1988) put followers

in different categories depending on certain traits and characteristics. At the beginning

of the spectrum he put the not very flattering label of ”sheep follower”, who without

questioning follow the leader and takes no own initiatives, and at the end of the

spectrum he put the ”star follower”, who in contrast to the sheep is proactive and likes

to take own initiatives. Having now introduced the reader to the topics of followers

and followership, important for this study, we move on to being more detailed about

the objectives of this study.

This study aims to investigate the influence that followers have on their leaders

in their enactment of leadership. The previously mentioned leader centric views on

leadership is not concerned with how or even if the followers influence their leader

and the enactment of the leadership. Follower centric views on leadership recognizes

that the leader is not alone in determining how the leadership is enacted. If followers

influence their leaders and leaders’ enactment of leadership is not the issue here, since

we can be pretty sure that leaders are influenced by their followers in one way or

another.

Leaders influence on followers has been the standard way on looking at

leadership for a long time (Uhl-Bien et. al 2013). With this paper we do not mean to

discard or reject the importance of the leader’s influence on the followers, but we

argue that influence is not a one direction activity, and that it is important to look into

also the rising influence, from follower to leader. Thus, rather than investigating the

leader’s impact and influence on the followers, we will look into followers impact on

their leaders.
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Imagine, for example, a classroom. A lecturer stands in front of the students,

teaching. By just observing this situation from the sideline, it would probably look

like a one way interaction . The teacher would tell the students what needs to be done

in order to pass the exam, and probably hand out assignments or exam instructions

along the way. The students would have to react to what the teacher is telling them.

But what if the influence goes the other way as well, with students influencing the

teacher? Now, we can assume that they probably do, in some way. But is this

voluntary, or does it just happen? Do the students actively try to influence the teacher

to behave in a certain way?

We would like to apply this classroom metaphor to business organizations,

where leaders and followers are present, in order to find out how leaders are

influenced by their followers. What this study aims to investigate is not weather

followers influence their leaders, but rather how that influence is manifested and what

impact it has on both the leader as a person, but also on the leader’s enactment of

leadership. Our research question is the following:

1.2 Research Question

How are leaders and leader’s enactment of leadership impacted by followers’

influence?

Readers might react on how wide and general our research question is. Indeed,

when looking at it, the reader may ask influenced by followers what? Something is

missing here! That is what we aim to find out though. We recognized that leaders are

influenced by their followers, and we aim to understand how this influence manifests

itself and what it consists of. The research question is intentionally wide and general

in its formulation, because it will allow us to find out what our respondents consider

the most important ways that followers influence leaders without being constrained by

one certain factor.

1.3 Purpose

With our study on followers influence on leaders, we hope to contribute to the

expansion of the followership research field, which would simultaneously lead to
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filling gaps within the leadership research. Our main arguments for why this study

needs to be made originate in the lack of attention given to how followers influence

their leaders and the leadership. In order for us to understand contemporary business

organizations and the leadership within them, we argue that it is important to look at

how people on junior levels in the organizational hierarchy influence their senior in

leadership positions in their enactment of leadership. An organization is not much

worth without it’s followers. Also, a trend has been going on for quite some time

towards flatter organizations, workers have more rights (Howell and Mendez 2008)

and concepts such as self-leading (Shamir 2007) point toward a shift away from the

powerful, all mighty leader who needs to guide followers in a certain direction, who

are expected to be obedient and follow the leader without questioning. This does not

reflect contemporary business in a correct way.

With our study on followers influence on leaders, we hope to give practical

implications for followers who need to understand how their behavior affects their

leader, as well as for future leaders to understand that influence may go in both

directions, not just from leaders to followers. Leaders and followers must know that

influence is not a one way road, but that it can go both ways. Indeed, Shamir (2007)

recommended more studies on how follower’s attitudes, values and expectations

impact their leader’s behavior. Thus we also hope to contribute with theoretical

implications, related to the influence of followers on their leaders.

1.4 Disposition

Here we present, slightly more detailed than in the table of contents, what the

reader can expect from the following chapters in this paper.

Chapter 2: The method. Here we present, discuss and argue for the scientific

method used in this study. After reading this chapter, the reader will be aware of how

we collected our primary data, our approach to the literature review, as well who the

respondents for our primary data are.

Chapter 3: This chapter consists of our literature review. We present theories we

find relMariant to our study, and end the chapter with our own remarks of the chosen

theories and concepts.
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Chapter 4: Our empirical findings. The collected data, mostly primary but also

secondary, is presented in this chapter. The chapter is divided case by case, in order

for the reader to easily understand what case the findings are related to.

Chapter 5: Analysis and Discussion. Here we present our interpretation of our

empirical findings. We also relate them to the theories and concepts from chapter 3,

the literature review.

Chapter 6: The final chapter of our thesis is the conclusion. Here we answer our

research question, summarize our major findings, provide the practical and theoretical

implications of this study. The chapter, and the entire paper, ends with a discussion on

the limitations of this study.
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Chapter 2: Method
Here we present, discuss and argue for the scientific method used in this study.

After reading this chapter, the reader will be aware of how we collected our primary

data, our approach to the literature review, as well who the respondents for our

primary data are.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.1 Qualitative research

The way research is made will have an impact on how the data is collected and

how the results will be analyzed. Research is, mostly, either qualitative or quantitative,

even though it is possible to combine the two research methods. There are some

characteristics of qualitative research worthy to describe here. If we are allowed to be

extremely general, just to begin with, a major difference between qualitative research

and quantitative research is that while quantitative research is more concerned with

numbers and statistics, qualitative research is more concerned with words (Bryman &

Bell 2011).

Traditionally, quantitative research has been closely related to the natural

sciences, although it also applicable in other research fields. Qualitative research

traditionally had a closer connection to the humanities than does quantitative

research. Other differences between the two methods include the inductive view on

the relation between theory and the empirical findings, which is more common when

using a qualitative method. A viewpoint in qualitative research is that the

understanding of social reality is based on how people within that reality interpret it,

as opposed to the more objective model used in quantitative research.

However, as Bryman and Burgess (1999) writes, it is not easy to say what

qualitative research is and what it is not. For example, many researchers do not agree

that collection and generating of quantitative data is not appropriate within the social

sciences, as some other would argue. Critics argue that qualitative data is not only

about the absence of numbers. Since qualitative research is often compared with

quantitative research, the risk when describing qualitative data is to simply describe

what quantitative data is not. Despite the argued difficulties of describing qualitative
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research, Gubrium and Holstein (1997) writes that there are four so called traditions

within qualitative research. Emotionalism is about the interest for people’s own

opinions and experiences; ethanol methodology is about the understanding of how

social order is created and formed through conversation and corporation; naturalism,

which is about the understanding of social reality ”as it is” and postmodernism, which

is open for different ways in which social reality can be constructed.

Leadership and followership and the connection between them are social,

or”soft” topics as one of our interviewees referred to it (as opposed to the ”hard”

topics in natural sciences, for example). Thus, we felt that is was suitable to conduct

our research as a qualitative study. While a survey with multiple choice questions

would allow us to get a larger sample and thus enable us to generalize more, it would

limit us in the sense that it would not allow us to actually have a discussion with our

respondents and make it possible for them to say things other than what is being asked

in the questions. Co-workers impact on their managers is a wide and, again,”soft”

topic, and getting the feelings and personal opinions of the respondents enrich and

make our study interesting.

The interest for the research area awoke during a literature review for another

subject, and we sort of stumbled across articles some on followership. Interestingly,

this was a topic that was covered in a course that we (the authors) took later on. The

dimension of influence on managers in their leadership was added by us to make the

study a bit more narrow and specified.

2.2 Abductive approach

Qualitative research is traditionally related to the inductive approach to theories

and data collection (Bryman & Bell, 2011). When using the inductive approach, the

data collection comes before the review of existing literature on the research area.

After a problem is identified, the researchers start to collect data. After doing so, the

researchers start to look for relMariant theories that can be related to the empirical

findings. The opposite is true for the deductive approach, which generally is more

common when conducting quantitative research. With the deductive approach, the

data collection is done after doing a literature review. There is, however, a sort of

combination between induction and deduction called abduction. Basically, it starts off

like the deductive approach, with the forming of a hypothesis or assumption, followed
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by a literature review, followed by the collection of data. The thing with the abductive

approach, though, is that it allows the researcher to go back and modify the literature

review after the data has been collected. According to Dubois and Gadde (2002), the

result of an abductive approach can be an interpretation of a phenomenon, which is

being related to theoretical concepts. A major benefit of the abductive approach is the

level of flexibility it offers to the researchers.

Since neither of us was familiar with the topic beforehand, we felt that we had to

start to look at existing literature in order for us to be able to ask relMariant questions

to our respondents. We were not controlled by the existing literature when

formulating questions for the interviews, but rather inspired by it. It would have been

difficult for us to proceed directly to data collection, completely blank on knowledge,

and thus we argue that the abductive approach was suitable for this study. A literature

review on the topic of followership in general and followers influence in the

leadership process helped us formulate the questions for the interviews. However,

after the interviews had been done, we found it necessary to go back to and adjust our

literature review chapter, adding some theories and removing some that we found

irrelMariant.

2.3 Data collection

In any research, information needs to be gathered. This information can be

categorized in either primary or secondary data, where primary data is information

collected specifically for the present study, and secondary data being information

collected by others for other purposes than the present study (Kumar 2014). In most

cases the researcher will have to collect the data him/herself (or have someone do it

for him or her, as long as it is for the researcher’s specific purpose) and thus produce

primary data, but in some cases the required information is already available. In those

cases, the researcher will need to extract that information.

2.3.1 Primary data

Qualitative Interviews. In qualitative research, interviews are likely the most

common way of data collection (Bryman and Bell, 2011). A major advantage of

interviews is the flexibility that they mean for the researcher, since as opposed to time

consuming participative observation usually does not require the researcher to be
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away from home for a long period of time (unless the place of observation happens to

be close to home). There are a number of different kinds of interviews and most are

suitable when conducting qualitative research, except for the structured interviews

which are more common in quantitative research.

The term qualitative interviews has largely been used describe both unstructured

interviews semi-structured interviews (Rubin and Rubin, 1995). In unstructured

interviews, the interviewer usually just has a list with topics to cover, with general

issues. The questions are asked in an informal way, and the formulation of the

questions as well as the order of them might be different from one interview to

another, in the same study. In structured interviews, the interviewer has a collection of

questions that is meant to be asked. One difference with structured interviews is that

the questions in semi-structured interviews usually are more general in nature. The

interviewer has the possibility ask further questions not covered in the interview guide

if the need would arise, for example as a response to something the interviewee said

that was found worthy of elaboration.

There are some differences between qualitative and structured interviews.

Generally, qualitative research is less structured, which is also reflected in how the

interviews look like (Bryman&Bell, 2011). Quantitative research has more structured

method than do qualitative research, in order to receive a reliability and validity as

high as possible when measuring important concepts. Interviews in quantitative

research most often consist of clearly defined and formulated questions. Qualitative

interviews, on the other hand, are much more general in their approach, and the

interviewees own thoughts and views are of significant importance. In qualitative

interviews, interviewees drifting away from the original question are considered as

desirable and enriching for the study, since that will show what the interviewee

considers important and relMariant for them. This is not the case in structured

interviews where that would be seen as a distraction that better be avoided.

Furthermore, in qualitative interviews, the interviewer has the freedom to diverge

from the interview guide that most likely has been formulated (Bryman & Bell, 2011).

Follow-up questions to interesting answers from interviewees may be asked, as well

as asking questions in a different order compared to a prior interview. This would not

be appropriate in a structured interview, since they would jeopardize the standardized

elements of the interview process, which would affect the reliability and validity.
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As a result of the reasons above, qualitative interviews are usually flexible and

adjusted to the direction it takes depending on the interviewee’s answers. Thus, the

focus of the investigation can be adapted to the answers received during the interview.

Researchers using qualitative method will probably want rich and detailed answers,

whereas a researcher using quantitative method probably would look for answers that

could quickly be coded and processed.

In our study, we decided that when possible, and when the respondents were

close enough so that a meeting face to face could be done, we would use semi-

structured interviews as our mean of collecting the primary data. We wanted the

flexibility that semi-structured interviews give the researcher; while at the same time

have some, general, questions prepared in advance. On the other hand, few interviews

are taken by the modern means of communication, such as Skype and Wechat. In

order to fill in the gap and complete our primary data collection. Since our research

question is quite general, we wanted to get the opinions and views of our respondents,

without us coming to the interview carrying too many assumptions that would lead

the respondent in a certain direction. The respondent should direct where the

interview was going, not us as researcher.

These arguments could be used when motivating the use of unstructured

arguments as well. We felt however, that a completely unstructured interview was not

the right way for us to collect our data, since we wanted to maintain at least a fraction

of control of the interviews were heading. We feared that using unstructured

interviews would lead us to come unprepared for the interviews. It may sound good in

the beginning to talk about letting the interview take the way it takes and the

interviewee deciding what should be said and what should not. While we would be

able to collect a lot of data with that method, we are not sure of how much of the data

collected could actually be used in our study. With the semi-structured interviews we

get the flexibility and may ask general questions advocated for in the qualitative

method, while still making sure that the collected data is relMariant for our study.

2.3.2 Secondary Data

Secondary data is information that has been collected for a purpose other than

author current research project but has some relMariance to the research issue.

(Kumar 2014). Examples of secondary sources includes but are not limited to
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magazines, journals, books and articles. All kinds of research can benefit from using

data from secondary sources. When the researcher is using secondary sources, he or

she needs to determine what kind of data is needed, where the data can be found and

how that data can be extracted (Kumar, 2014).

Under our case, this paper was written in Sweden, so the geographical distance is

one reason. We reached out to the company and asked if they could participate in our

study. Unfortunately they did not have enough time for a Skype or e-mail interview.

We were, however, provided with secondary data from their public relations

department. Even though we did not have the opportunity to collect any primary data

for this particular case, we still wanted to include it in our study because of the special

role of followers in this company. We believe that the secondary data used for this

case is reliable, as it was provided to us by the company itself, and can contribute to

this study. Aside of these reason, secondary data has its own advantage of being used

in our research, such us low-cost to acquire, easy to get authority and effective

responded.

Internal sources. During our research, we trying to get touch with the

corporation in order to have opportunity, interview with the relative person though

internet. But unfortunately, they did not scheduled for us. However, we do get some

internal sources from their public relationship department as our data basis.

External sources. As supplementary material, we also got a pack of sources that

the previous interviews with their leader and followers, such as the text of their

CEO’s interview with Harvard business review and some journals written about the

similar issue. As well as the internet search focus on our main argue, which we

consider could be support our point view.

To summarize these two types of data collection, here is the figure that may

explain better as follow---
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Limitations

Secondary data collection is restricted to the data that already exist, which is not

flexible enough to answer all the related questions from our researching process. Also,

secondary data collection is based on the past and historic information, probably not

updating with the rapid changes in the business world.

2.4 Grounded theory

Grounded theory is a common strategy to use when conducting qualitative

research. In contrast to the systems approach, actors approach and anaytical approach,

in which the researcher may, or actually should, start by doing a literature review, the

researcher using the Grounded Theory approach should start researching without a

prior literature review. Instead, the researcher should start ”out in the field”, by

collecting his/her own data, with purpose of generating new theories. The reason for

not doing a literature review to begin with is that by doing so the researcher might

want to either confirm or deny what is found in the literature review, which could

impact the result of the study. Also, a literature review before the data collection

might be a waste of time, since the result from the data collection might not be

compatible with the theories found before the data collection (Strauss & Corbin 1997).

When the researcher has collected the data, he/she can have a look at relMariant

theories which would complement the picture that the researcher has generated

through his/her own data collection. If necessary, the researcher can go back to the

primary data collection after looking at the literature in the field.

When data has been collected, the researcher needs to code it. Coding is

primarily about finding patterns in the collected data. Means of collecting data could

be by interviews or observations, for example.

Open coding---Researchers should make observations with an open mind and

try to be as objective as possible. It is important to avoid the personal prejudice and

relying on stereotypes, to respect the diversity of the data in order to make sure that

all the information presented should be stated on its own merits. Relating to our

research question, on this stage of open coding, it is required to include the different

Figure 2.1: Primary Data and Secondary Data
Source: images.flat world knowledge.com/quirk/quirk-fig17_002.jpg
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industries, difference of followers’, and different operational organization system and

so on. Additionally, the researchers should always be sensitive with the previous

theory, as well as the focus and direction of the data collection. Specially, at this stage,

the data contents still seems loose. Furthermore, obtain the initial concept which is

meeting the requirements.

Axial coding---The main task for this second stage is to find and establish

linkages between the generic concepts, to show related data between the various parts.

Combine the initial concept, after classification and generalize, get some generic

concepts. Like the middle level of a pyramid. In this case, the generic concept could

be the answer with significant feature, may represent the most of people.

Selecting coding---Form all the generic concept have been found in the amount

of martial, select a core generic. The core generic should have linkages with all

generic concepts and including all the main aspects. In the three coding stages we

collected data, bring up the hypothesis relating to the research question.

Above we have described the basics of grounded theory. While this is a common

strategy in qualitative research, we do not think that is the ideal method in order for us

to process our research. Since our study consists of multiple cases, some of which

differ substantially from each other regarding industry and type of follower, we think

that it will be difficult to code data in such a way that it can be applied to all cases.

The systems approach may fit our case better. In our opinion it fits well with the

qualitative approach to research, which we feel much more comfortable with

compared to the quantitative. Also, We are more interested in gaining deeper

understanding in a few cases within a system, rather than conducting a mass survey

where respondents tick the box with the answer that best suits them. We would also

like to start by doing a literature review, as it would both inspire but also help me

come up with relMariant questions to the interviews and conversations, which would

be the way to collect primary data. We would not be comfortable with going out in

the field without prior knowledge, as we would in the grounded theory approach.

2.5 System view.

In the systems view, according to Arbnor and Bjerke(2008), reality is not the

sum of all the different parts within it, as it is seen in the analytical view. This can

make research from the system approach somewhat more of a challenge, since
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systems can be so extensive and involve such a huge number of people, that the

researcher alone simply cannot cover the entire system alone.

Important in the system approach is the collection of secondary data, since the

systems usually are so vast that the researcher alone cannot describe the entire system

with primary data only. Secondary data is needed in order for the researcher to see

his/her primary findings in the context of the system. It is also essential for the

researcher to study the history of the system in question.When researching followers’

influence with the system approach, the researcher would preferably start by looking

at the previous research already made in the field in order to gain inspiration. The

researcher should also look at the history of the system in question, which for the

topic of followers’ influence could be a number of different systems, depending on

the scope of the study (which of course would have to be determined).

Collection of primary data in this case could be done through interviews or

discussions, which according to Arbnor and Bjerke(2008) are two common ways to

collect data in this approach. Direct observation in some form could also be used,

although that might prove somewhat more difficult and time consuming than

interviews and discussions.

Furthermore, considerate the different types of construction and industry, the

mainly method taken by authors will be system approach, which is suitable for the

research issue and the interviewee group. As for the results, they should be, at least to

some extent, unique to the study when done from the systems approach. Also, the

result could be some kind of metaphor. What this metaphor would be for the topic of

followers’ influence we can not say at this point, but would have to be determined

later on when the research is under way. Both explaining and understanding fits

within the system approach. Explaining would be the step that follows understanding

and would thus require more work, but it would also make the results more valuable

in the end.
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 Methodical procedure

To perceive the further understanding of our research issue, we will go through the

system methodical procedure. According to the diverse background and industries of

our select cases, we consider how the system methodical procedure will assist our

research in the following text, therefore, as explained by figure 2.2, we will propose

the hierarchy system and parallel system as frames of reference to analyze our cases

when necessary.

 Hierarchy system and parallel system

After collecting the data, it is more logical to put them into hierarchy system and

parallel system, in order to compare the different kinds of influence, and how they

impact leader and organization system.

A

Problem

B

System

Analysis

C

System

Construction

D

Implementing

E

New proposal

Figure 2.2:Methodical procedure of System approach

Source:Methodology for Creating Business Knowledge by Arbnor and Bjerke
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As illustrated in to figure 2.3, the influence could be from the junior level of

followers rising up to the middle level management. People at this middle level

management stage, play both leader and follower roles within the organization. Thus,

from a certain point, the middle level managers are the link between this rising

influence chain. Regardless the influence is positive or negative they are the part that

can not be missed in the influence circle.

Also, if we consider the corporation culture or environment as a “Cloud”, the

leader is the person who point out the vision, such as what kind of company culture is

preferred. But followers (including middle level managers) are the group that may

have influence to transform and shape it. As we mentioned above, when corporation

culture or environment is seeing as a ‘Cloud’, not just follower, but leader and leader

level are also covered by this cloud, thus, from our perspective, we consider this

parallel system as important as the hierarchy system.

Besides, within the same corporation, the hierarchy system and parallel system

do not exist individually, they are interdependent and support each other. Therefore,

we will analyze the followers’ influence from these two perspective in order to have a

better understanding of how the influence impact on leader and organization system.

Figure 2.3: Hierarchy system.
Source: The authors

Figure 2.4: Parallel system.
Source: The authors
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2.6 Case Studies

According to Merriam (1998), there are different ways, or strategies, to gather

the data for a study. The different strategies are surveys, historical research,

experiments and case studies. A case study intends to provide a deep and thoughtful

description of reality. In multiple case studies, as the term suggests, several cases are

combined, with the goal to come up an explanation that can be applied to all cases.

The cases will be handled separately and then combined in order to generate an

understanding that can be applied to all of the cases.

To us, multiple case studies seemed like an appropriate strategy to proceed with

our study on followers influence on managers. By doing multiple case studies, we get

the opportunity to capture the subjective and in depth opinions of a number of

respondents with different backgrounds and experiences. We maintain the subjectivity

advocated for when using a qualitative method, and by interviewing several

respondents and and getting their opinion and perspective, we think that our study will

have a good foundation for analysis. Because the purpose is to create an

understanding of the topic, we felt that an instrumental case study was the kind of

case study that we should do. An instrumental case study is not primarily concerned

with the cases, but the cases serve as examples and instruments in order for the

researcher to come up with insights or perhaps to make revisions to a previous

generalization (Silverman 2013). The case studies allows us to look into detail in

object of study, something we felt was important in order for us to get the subjective

and detailed opinions that we looked for in our respondents.

2.7 Participants

The participating respondents in this study all have plenty of experience of both

leading and following. Three of the companies are in the pharmaceutical industry. A

mutual characteristic of the companies is that the major asset for all of them is its

people, its employees. This is particularly the case because of the knowledge that the

people possess, which is crucial for firms in the pharmaceutical and service industry.

The other two are in the airline and service industry. In order to protect the privacy of

our participants, part of them will be referred with fake names, however, the names

will reflect the gender. The participants are---
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Erik, Novartis Sweden.

Lars, Novo Nordisk Scandinavia AB

Maria, Astra Zeneca AB

Anna. C Senior cabin crew, Emirates Group

Kelly.Y Senior cabin crew, Emirates Group

Jason. L Junior cabin crew, Emirates Group

Sophie. A Junior cabin crew, Emirates Group
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Chapter 3: Literature review

After being introduced to the topic, we invite you to our literature review below. The

chapter starts with general theories on followers and followership, in order for

readers unfamiliar with the subject to get a better understanding of the research area

of followership. This is followed by more follower-centric research, and theories on

the follower’s role in the leadership process are presented. In the end of the chapter,

the theories and previous research will be discussed and analyzed by us, the authors

of this paper. Thus, where there are no references, it is our opinions and thoughts

you read.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.1 Overview of follower and followership

Followership first started being researched in 1933 by Mary Parker Follett. She

advocated more research on the topic because of its utmost importance (Bjugstad etal,

2006, p304). Combine with a few different definitions of followership, such as Joseph

Rost (2008， P56) claims, “Followership is the process people use to follow.” In

another words, followership is what followers do when they follow. Also, John

S.McCallum (2013，P147) argues that ”It is the ability to take direction well, to get

in line behind a program, to be part of a team and to deliver on what is expected of.”

Furthermore, with the explanation in the dictionary “followership” is “A person

who support and admires a particular leader or set of ideas.”(Oxford dictionary, 2008)

It is not difficult to discover that when people try to describe or define followership,

its always like a accessory of leadership. With most of the attention in business field,

people think leadership is somehow playing a decisive role of business success.

Fortunately, since 1933, an increasing number of researchers start to become aware of

the importance of follower and followership, also the influence flow of followership,

shape the leadership in their own way.

Meanwhile, with the growth of globalization and higher tolerance for personality

diverse, the new generation of workforce has become more and more powerful, not

only on insisting their idea but have the willing to get themselves into the decision-
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making process. Just like Joseph Rost (2008, P57 ) mentioned “In the real world of

twenty first century, many of the followers do not just follow the leaders’ direction,

they pick and choose. ” There are more literature actually support this point of view,

like Barbara Kellerman(2008) focused her attention on leader cannot treat all

followers in the same way, especially when they have the different level of

engagement. Nothing will always remain the same in this world, including

followership. The outmoded concept of follower and followership is the associate of

leader and leadership is no longer fit for the new generation and social phenomenon.

Thus, its time to rethinking the followership and the flow of followership influence to

the leadership, even the business management field.

Howell and Mendez (2008) propose three perspectives of followership, each

with somewhat different views of the follower. The three perspectives are

followership as an interactive role, followership as an independent role and

followership as a shifting role.

In the followership as an interactive role perspective, the interaction between

leader and follower is of great importance. It is not a matter of simple obedience from

followers towards their leaders, but more of a cooperative relationship with influence

going in both directions. The best scenario in this perspective is that followers work

together and interacts with leaders to reach a mutual goal of organizational benefits.

However, not all followers with lots of interaction with their leaders have the

organization’s best in mind.

Some followers let their leaders think for them, and do as they are told. Some

might within refrain from sharing important information with their leaders, being

afraid that the leader is not going to like what is being said and perhaps blame the

messenger. In some cultures, this is the preferred kind of relationship between leader

and follower. Another kind of ineffective interactive follower is the one who lacks an

identity of their own, and uses the relationship with the leader as a mean of

identification. Regardless if the leader would do something bad or unethical, the

follower will defend the leader and either join in the behavior or find excuses for it.

In the followership as an independent role perspective, followers are, as the name

suggests, more independent in the role with their leader than is the case in the

previous perspective. A trend has been going on for quite some time in which

followers demand more independence from their leaders. Reasons for this, the authors
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argue, can be a higher educated workforce and a trend towards flat organizations with

fewer managers. Independent followership is common in occupations that require a

lot of specialized knowledge as well as high stress occupations. Followers in this

category prefer to be left alone to allow them to do their work, since they rightfully

believe they are capable to do so without the involvement of a leader.

Leadership can here be substituted with the workers own abilities, in turn

allowing leaders to focus on other things rather than telling followers what to do all

the time. Socialization can also replace the role of the leader, for example when

workers reach out to colleagues for advice and appreciation, rather than going to their

leader. In employee self-management programs, followers are encouraged to set their

own goals, Marialuate their own performance, be in control of their work environment

and so on. Self-management can thus be a substitute for the role of a hierarchical

leader.

The third perspective on followership is followership as a shifting role. It is true

that all people are followers, including the people in leader positions. Rather than

CEO, there is always someone leading in the hierarchy organization , no-matter what

position you are. Thus, people need to shift between the role of leader and follower.

The roles can be temporary and related to a certain project, and might change when

the context changes. The certain behavior of followers in this perspective is, they

closely observe their team situation, in order to find issues if there are any. Then

being active in the team decision-making process, being critical and none stop

improving the team and being empathetic in the relationships with other team

members.

Rethinking of leadership and followership. In the business field, followers as the

basis of the organizational system, makes up a huge portion of workforce. Its just like

the “dark matter” theorizes mentioned by physical science, they makes up extremely

high percent of all the matters in universe and hold them together. In the same sense,

the meaning of followers to company, is like dark matter in the universe.

Therefore, start from this point, John S. McCallum(2013, P18) claims that “How

well the followers follow is probably just as important to enterprise success as how

well the leaders lead.” The author acknowledges the importance position of follower,

as well as the followership. For the past few decades “leader-centric” approach plays

the role of mainstream values, this subconscious lead people’s attention to leadership

http://iveybusinessjournal.com/author/jmccallum/
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and how it give influence to the success business working process, thus, naturally cut

down the original attention for follower and followership.

Barbara Kellerman (2008, P xvii) claims that “Followers are important, every bit

as important as are leaders.” Rethinking leadership and followership should start from

a objective point of view, as followership is nowadays increasingly emphasized by the

researchers, at the same time leadership should be placed at the same stage. Also,

“Followership has rarely been defined, unless it was through ranking or personal

perspective.” (Barbara Kellerman, 2008, P.17) Through conventional theory and

thoughts, followers have been viewed as being less important than leaders. Perhaps as

the two side of coin, leadership and followership will not exist without each other,

supporting with Kellerman( 2008, P.23) argued: “Thinking leadership without

thinking followership is not merely misleading, it is mistaken.”

Warren Bennis (2010, P.xxv) stated, “Leaders are increasingly dependent on

subordinates for good information, whether leaders want to hear it or not.” Clearly,

from this quotation, Warren Bennis gives a new point of view that follower actually

can provide more detailed information to leader and the organization. In modern

business field there is no doubt that the widely, precision and valuable information are

extremely significant, its probably the most powerful resource for corporation.

Followers as the majorities of organization, has the irreplaceable effect on both leader

and organization.

In general, with all the arguments above, seems like it is necessary to drew more

attention on rethinking or redefining follower and followership, and also the influence

that followers can bring to leaders and organization. Which means, the importance of

follower and followership is no longer being placed at secondary position. Therefore,

we would like to start from the basis of this argument---

3.2 Understanding of your followers.

3.2.1 Why do people follow?

An original question regarding this, is Why do people follow? The previous

research spending huge amount of time and energy on leader’s behavior. But without

considering the behavior of followers, will not understand the full concept of

leadership. The followers as an important piece of the leadership puzzle, without it

people cannot see the entire picture.
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According to Shamir (2007) it can be understood as the child and parent

relationship, where the parent provide the child with safety. The leader and the

leadership is thus a construction by the followers looking for safety in an insecure

environment . Other types of theories are the romanticized leadership, where leaders

are attributed as being in control in a highly complex environment and process.

Attributing these properties to a person makes it easier for followers to come to terms

with the complex surroundings. Social identity theory is the third group of theories, in

which followers choose someone as a leader who in their opinion can represent the

group that the followers. Together, these different types of theories are important to

be familiar with when trying to understand the complicated subject of leadership.

Based on this point of view, followers attending to follow what they think “The

right type” of leaders, as leader has different styles to lead, so does follower. Thus, we

present few different followers’ type or style from previous research as below---

3.2.2 Different types of followers.

Kelly (2008) suggests a two dimensional categorization of followers. The two

dimensions are the level of critical and independent thinking among followers, and

the other is whether followers are active or passive. From these two dimensions five

kinds of followers emerge, namely the sheep, the yes people, the alienated followers,

the survivors and the effective followers. The sheep are characterized as lacking both

initiative and responsibility. The “yes people” are highly active, but are lacking in

critical thinking. The alienated followers are critical in their thinking but their

behavior is passive. The survivors are moderate in both their critical thinking and

activity, and as the term suggest they try to survive in the organization as best as they

can. At the end of the spectrum are the effective followers, who score high on both

critical thinking and level of activity.

According to the argument from Adair(2008), he differentiate followership in four

models, based on the level of “Turnover”, “Productivity” and “Job satisfaction”.They

are being described as follow---

 Disgruntled (active reactions to stress) Followers did not feel engagement with

corporation. They feel the organization is little value to them, and also themselves

are little value to the organization system.
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 Disengaged (passive reaction to stress) Followers will do the minimum to ensure

continued employment, and they do not buy the mission and purpose of the

company.

 Doer(serving on own needs)Follower are motivated, excited to be part of the team.

 Disciple(serving on others needs)Followers feel engaged, loyal commitment to

the mission. Feeling doing the right things in right place, willing to work extra

hours with smile.

3.3 Followership theories in leadership research.

3.3.1 Leadership on demand.

Blom and Alvesson (2014) argues that one unexplored question in the

followership field is the active role that leaders and followers play when managing

processes between leader and follower. This, they argue, is related to followers

demand for leadership in certain situations because it impacts how the follower (or the

reciever of the leadership action) perceives and responds to the leadership initiative.

This demand-angle does, according to the authors, contribute to a shift away from the

leader focus, as well as contributing to a ”more open view of the experienced need for

managerial leadership as a helpful organisational practice. In their study, the authors

investigate how followers play a part in initiating processes of managerial leadership.

Blom and Alvesson (2014) found that there was a low demand for managerial

leadership (i.e a formal position that a person was either elected or appointed for, with

formal subordinates), and when there was a demand for managerial leadership it was

initiated by the follower (not the manager) and that managerial leadership is inhibited

and diverted by followers. They found no desire among their follower respondents to

be led in a directive sense by a senior. In some cases leadership could be viewed as

helpful, for example when there is a conflict for resources, need for discussion or

advice. In one of the cases the managers thought that this was appropriate, because it

allowed them to focus on their own work. Rather than defining leadership as leading

followers, some followers defined managerial leadership as channeling influence

upwards in the organizational hierarchy, and preferred that managers mainly used

their position like this. In the cases when leadership was directed from manager to
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follower, it was usually the follower who initiated the act of leadership, not the

manager.

In the second case of their study, Blom and Alvesson (2014) noted that while the

demand for leadership from followers was low, the manager was of a different

opinion. The manager felt that leadership towards followers was an important part of

the position as manager, and wished he could do more for his subordinates as a

leader. The followers on the other hand preferred to concentrate on their work, and

saw leadership as unnecessary, sometimes even as a waste of time, time they could

use to make progress in their own work.

It is the finding that managerial leadership is not only influenced and affected by

followers, but also initiated by them that makes Blom and Alvesson’s (2014)

contribute to the field with a new angle on follower’s impact on leaders. They propose

the metaphor of Leadership on Demand (a term inspired by the contemporary

consumption of video and music on demand) to describe follower’s wish to be left

alone from managers intervening with their work until they ask them do so. What,

when and if are central questions here, with followers determining what kind of

leadership they need, when they need and even if they need it all. The study of

Alvesson and Blom (2014) highlights the importance of followers/subordinates in the

construction of leadership. It also seem to rob the managers of their identity as leaders,

as well as making subordinates in highly specialised professions unlikely to refer to

themselves as followers.

3.3.2 Leader follower trade

Malakyan (2014) writes that the time of the sheep follower has come to an end.

Followers have more rights than ever, and can refuse to follow leaders who they do

not agree with. We have gone from a time in which followers, workers were seen as

mere commodities, which reflected the research in which followers, if acknowledged

at all, were seen as responding to the influences of their leader to a time in which the

relationship between follower and leader is getting more important as followers rights

gets more recognition, both in research and in the organizational setting. Eventually it

became impossible to ignore the importance of followers, as they became engaged in

societal and organizational changes. He also points out that leaders, naturally, cannot

exist without followers.
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So, if the followers would choose to start not following their leader, the leader

would no longer be a leader. It is the relationship between the two that determines if

there are leaders or followers in the first place. Leadership and followership has been

seen as separate fields of research, but this should not be the case in future research.

Van Vugt et. al (2008) even argues that leadership cannot be researched apart from

followership. According to Malakyan (2014), virtually all (or at least most of them)

leadership theories have been leader focused or leader-centred. Interestingly, many of

the theories have influence as a key word, and of course it is the leader’s influence on

followers they are concerned with. Followers are not widely researched or studied in

any of the theories, even if they are present in many of them. It is the leader’s interest

that has been given attention in research, while the interests and needs of followers

have been left out. According to Malakyan (2014) the absence of followership’s

impact on leadership is among the most interesting omissions in leadership research.

The Leader Follower Trade approach (LFT) is Malakyan’s (2014) proposed answer to

the the issues of followership being largely left out of leadership research, and the fact

that most leaders are, in fact, followers as well as leaders depending on the situation

and context.

It is easy to view leadership and followership as two separate roles, with leaders

on one side and followers on the other. The problem with this view is that the roles

depend on the situation and the context. Kelley (1992) wrote that followership and

leadership, rather than being seen as roles should be seen as concepts.

Malakyan (2014, P11) defines the Leader Follower Trade (refer as LFT in the

below text) approach to leadership/followership studies as “Leadership-followership

processes occur in the relationships and leading-following functions are exchangeable

behaviours in human relationship. Thus, leaders and followers trade their functions

from leader to follower and from follower to leader in order to develop their

intrapersonal perspectives, foster, interpersonal relationships, and maximise mutual

effectiveness”.

Influence between leader and follower is mutual in the LFT approach, which

makes it stand out among all the leader centric views on leadership where influence

usually goes one way, from leader to follower. The LFT approach can be applied to

various theories of leadership in order to better understand the relationship between

follower and leader as well taking into account that many leaders are also followers,
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while still maintaining the core of the leadership theory in question. For example, if

applied to the skills approach to leadership, it would highlight not only the skills of

the leader, but also the skills of the follower, and that skills can be transferred from

both leader to follower and from follower to leader. According to Malakyan (2014)

being effective as a leader is not enough. True effectiveness is reached when someone

has both leadership and followership skills. With LFT introduced in the skills

approach to leadership, leaders are expected to learn good followership, and followers

are expected to learn how to be leaders. The best scenario, when leaders and followers

influence each other through exchange of skills and learning, is when when leaders

are willing to learn from followers how to follow, and when followers are willing to

learn from leaders how to lead.

When LFT is applied to the style approach of leadership, not only is the

leadership style important, but also followership style. Followers, just as leaders can,

can be relational or task oriented. How well the style of the leader and the style of the

follower match each other becomes an issue here, as does the relationships between

followers who might possess different followership styles.

The situational approach to leadership relates well with LFT, but rather than

looking at different styles of leadership for different situations, the LFT approach

allows us to look at the leader changing to follower and the follower changing to

leader in a given situation. The shortcoming here according to Malakyan (2014) is

that a possible lack of willingness and competence of both leader and follower may

result in a ineffective exchange between them.

Malakyan (2014) admits that there are limitations to the LFT approach. For

example, because of personal references, people might be unwilling to change

between the roles, and may also feel that they are not competent enough for the role.

The main arguments for the leader follower trade approach is that leadership and

followership should merge into one research field, rather than being two distinctive

ones, apart from each other. It is not realistic to call someone a leader without looking

at the context and situation, and simply referring to someone as a leader or a follower

does not make sense, according to Malakyan (2014). Instead, it is better to talk about

the verbs of leading and following and by doing so we do not risk falling into

stereotypes that this person is a leader, and that person is a follower. Context is the

key.
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3.3.3 Followers as constructors of leadership

On the basis of Shamir (2007), several psychoanalytic theories can be used to

explain the followers role in constructing the leadership process. Based on these

theories, is not the characteristics or behavior of leaders that make people follow them,

but the leader comes to symbolize something similar to a mother or father, a figure

who can reduce anxiety in times of uncertainty, someone who stands for stability and

safety. as stated by the psychoanalytical theories that Shamir(2007) refers to, it is the

followers who construct the actual leadership. It is mostly in times of uncertainty or

treat that followers have the need for a leader figure. Leadership is, according to these

theories, a product of follower’s projections and transference processes. Here,

projection means that followers attribute their ideals and wishes to another person, in

this case a leader.

Transference is the process of responding to someone as if the person was a

father or mother, or another important figure from early childhood.With reference of

leadership categorization theory (Lord et al, 1984) also give the followers big

influence on the leaders behavior. as stated by this theory, we all have an idea of what

qualities a leader should have, and if a person lives up to only a few of these qualities,

the follower will fill in the blanks him/herself, and thus creating the image of a leader.

Thus, it is not only the characteristics and behavior of the leader that determines how

the followers perceive their leader, but also their own understanding of what a leader

is.

Romance of leadership is followers wish to attribute an organization’s success or

failure to one individual, because it is easy and convenient to do so.(Shamir 2007)

That individual could be a leader who in some way or another is perceived by

followers as being related to the events that took place. The idea is that when

followers relate the success of an organization to an individual, or for that matter

seeing the leader as the cause for failure or any other event, they may feel that they

are in control of and can more easily understand their environment, which can be

extremely complex.

The leader is in many cases seen as the most important factor for success or

failure in an organization, on the basis of Meindl et al(1985). The behavior,

characteristics or qualities of the leader seem to have little importance for the

construction of the leadership relationship. Meindl et al (1985), it is more about the
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circumstances and the desire and need to explain the outcomes that are the primary

constructors of leadership. This does not originate from the leaders themselves, but

from their followers, highlighting the followers impact on leadership.

Shamir (2007) calls the social contagion thesis proposed by Meindl (1990)

“radical” (P. XVI). This theory suggests that interactions between followers results in

traits that are attributed to the leader. What is radical about this theory is that it

questions the importance of leadership positions, since followers will choose who to

follow and who not to follow anyway, based on the mutual understanding in the group

of who the actual leader is. The team processes within groups becomes the substitutes

for leadership. The individual in a leadership position can do little to affect this, and

thus it is within the group the actual leader is appointed.

There are theories that suggest that leadership should not be seen as a role, but as

a function or action. Here, the individual performing that function or action becomes

less important. People within organisations should not be viewed as either follower or

leader, but both as follower and leader. The context determines when which role is to

be played. In many cases, there is no need for a formal leader or leadership functions,

because a group’s norms of behavior, performance and support among group

members substitutes for the leader’s input related to these matters.

Since it is impossible for one individual to be an expert in all areas, leadership

can rotate depending on the task at hand and who is most skilled to perform it.

Someone who was once a leader for a particular project can be replaced with someone

else in other projects and so on. According to Shamir (2007), the shared leadership

theories are neither follower-centric nor leader-centric, because the notion of leader

and follower as separate roles are rejected. Nevertheless, because the theories are

critical to traditional leadership theories and attributes a lot of power and influence to

active team members, Shamir (2007) argues that they are closer to being follower

centric than leader-centric.

3.3.4 Situational leader-followership

Situational leadership is a leadership style that has been developed and studied

by Kenneth Blanchard and Paul Hersey. It refers to the leader of an organization

should adjust his or her style to fit the development level of the followers. Under the

situational leadership scenario, it is up to the leaders to change the style, not the
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follower to adapt to the leader’s style. To rephrase that, this model gives followers

more freedom space to develop their personal talent, furthermore, from the hierarchy

organization perspective it is tending to more equality and balance between leader and

follower.

From this perspective, follower is not just a executor of leader’s thinking and

instruction. NMariarez, Wood and Penrose (2013) also note that the situation

approach to leadership avoids the pitfalls of the single-style approach. This theory of

leadership recognizes that there are many different ways of dealing with a problem.

The leaders need to be able to analysis the situation and the maturity levels of

followers, in order to determine what method will be the most effective under that

circumstance.

Situational leadership theory, therefore, given greater consideration to the

complexity of situations. And many individuals acting in different roles who will

ultimately contribute to the outcome. To rephrase that, if leader is able to adapt to the

situation as quickly as possible, the team will get benefit in the end. Looked back to

follower’s side, as it gives follower lots of space to develop themselves, at the same

time, it required followers’ self-conscious and high level of coordinate.

When With all the literature we viewed above, there is no doubt that follower’s

influence is increasingly important to leader and organizations. Thus, it make us think,

combine with the rapid changing of the business field, few new phenomenon’s in

leader-follower mode is showing up.

3.3.5 The link between follower’s mood on leader’s mood and performance

In the study of Tee et al. (2013) it was found that the mood among followers not

only had a big impact on the mood of the leader, but also on the leaders’ task

performance. The researchers found that leaders of followers who expressed a

positive mood displayed a positive mood in return, and were also found to be more

effective in their tasks. The opposite was the case with leaders of negative followers,

with leaders displaying a negative view and being less effective in their tasks.

Followers with significantly less power were found to be able to influence

superiors with a lot more formal power by displaying their mood towards the leader.
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This suggested that this kind of influence “May transcend formal hierarchical

structures” (Tee et al, 2013, P 512).

A key concept in the study is that of emotional contagion, which as the name of

the term suggests refers to emotions as something that can spread and contaminate

others. In some cases it would be a welcomed contamination, when the mood is

positive, and in others negative, when the mood is. Tee et al. (2013) found that

emotional contagion could occur not only upwards in organizations, but downwards

as well. Outcomes of leadership is best understood if one not only looks at elements

that are directly focused on the leader, but should be seen as “A more complex, socio-

emotional interplay between followers and leaders” (Tee et. al 2013, P512).

A key practical implication for the study is the link that was found between

follower mood, leader mood, and performance of leader, follower and team, which

would be better if the mood was positive. Another important result of the study was

that leaders personality affected how they responded to the moods of the followers.

Leaders that were more neurotic tended to react more negatively and be more affected

by followers negative mood. Thus, emotional stability in the leader is of great benefit

when interacting with negative followers. While it might be difficult to change

someone’s personality, it can be possible to develop one’s personal skills, and

emotional intelligence is given as an example of such a skill. Leaders would benefit

from knowing the relationship between their own performance and how they handle

the mood expressed by their followers.

3.4 Conclusion of reviewed theories

Above we have collected and presented a number of follower centric theories

and concepts on leadership. We realized that while you have to do a bit more

searching in order to find follower centric theories, there does seem to be quite a few

of them. We took advantage of the opportunity of the abductive approach to come

back to the literature review section after the data collection and slightly revise it.

Nothing was removed as we considered the theories that were already there

relMariant, but some were added, those that talk about the influence of follower’s

mood on leaders as it was later discovered to be an important part of the influence

process.
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It seems that most theories still want to separate the leader and follower as two

separate roles, except perhaps for Malakyan’s (2014) LFT approach. The middle

manager is a good example of a person who needs to play both roles, but in different

situations. We suggest a move away from this view, with more talk about actions

rather than roles. A manager is a manager all the time (if he or she is not layed off)

but people do not perform leadership all the time, and are thus not leaders all the time.

This can make it problematic to refer to this or that person as ”a leader”. The person

might have performed good leadership, which is not to say that the person will be able

to do that regardless of situation. The same thing can be said about people being

referred to as followers, who in some situations might be leaders as well. That being

said, people will find themselves in either a followership or leadership position more

often than the other.
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Chapter 4: Empirical findings
In the following chapter, the findings from our data collection will be presented.

The findings from each case will be presented separately. The first case, on the
Chinese restaurant chain Hai-Di-Lao is based on secondary data, while the others
are the result of primary data collected by the us. This chapter will not contain any
analysis, which will be done in a chapter of it’s own, but only findings from our data
collection.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4.1 Case # 1: Hai-DI-Lao

"Hai-DI-Lao" is a Chinese corporation belonging to the catering industry, founded

in 1994. It currently owns 138 outlets, spread across 39 cities in China, with nearly

20,000 employees. According to data from their official website, Hai Di Lao was

rated as ”Top 10 best restaurants” by public comment network for five consecutive

years, from 2008 to 2012. It also won the "China Top 100 Catering Enterprises"

honorary title. Beside these honors, Hai-DI-Lao get well known by their corporation

culture of caring their followers.

The relationship between leaders and followers is changing dramatically along

the rapid development of modern business field worldwide. Specifically in China, we

are aware that in recent few decades Chinese economy has reported continuously

rapid growth, in addition, accompanied with the rapid economic growth, China open

itself wider to the outside world. With the increasing importance attributed to

followers, people start to drew more attention to the influence wave from followers, in

other words, how does followers’ influence impact on leader and organization system.

The main impact of leadership is not only from the leaders but also the followers in

nowadays’ business field.

As the introduction at the beginning of this chapter, we would like to take the

example of a successful Chinese catering corporation--- Hai-DI-Lao, to start our

research. The reason why we choose this specific corporation as our case to study, is

primarily because of how they value their followers and followers’ influence.

Furthermore, Hai-DI-Lao seems like leading a new phenomenon in Chinese catering
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service field. It might be relate to how they value their followers’ influence in the

organization system.

In order to distinguish the concepts in the following text, the followers we

mention in text below means the subordinates who follow leader, and with leader, we

mean the manager who lead their subordinates. The data in this case is all secondary

data, which are from their official website, some public interview on media, and the

resource given by their public relations department via email.

“We trust our followers and of course their impact. ”

“We value our follower and their influence, this is our company strategy. We are

not doing this for a few days or years. This value will be with Hai-Di-Lao all the time.

First of all we trust them.”---From ZhangYong, the CEO of HAi-DI-Lao. In the

interview with《Harvard business review》(Chinese Editions, 2016.03.17).

In terms of trust of followers, Hai-DI-Lao can be described as bold and

innovative. It is commonly accepted that private business owners typically implement

the "family management style", which means they thought themselves and their

relatives much more trust worthy than the ordinary followers. Rephrasing that, they

do not attribute much trust and authority to their followers. However, Hai-DI-Lao is

different. For example, the authority to spend fund is always the sensitive issue in the

corporation. But in Hai-DI-Lao except for the funds that are over one million which

needs to signed by their chairman. Junior followers up to to middle level managers,

also have different level of authority to decide how to use the fund. Through this rule,

followers feel trusted from leaders, which will stimulate them to deliver their

influence in a positive way.

Besides, we found some other interview recourse which can support this point of

view. It is from the interview which is published on China Business website with Mr.

Li, one of the ordinary followers who worked for Hai-DI-Lao corporation. He also

mentioned that there are more rules to express their corporation culture---

“ Hai-DI-Lao do not doubt followers, if yes, we will not recruit him or her at

beginning”; “Having a diploma is not the only way to show that you are employable”,

“we trust every individual as long as you have passion and desire to reach a

position. ”
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He claimed that all these rules and values actually made him feel ownership of

what he is doing, instead of being a “number” of the workforce---

“Indeed, I feel much more passionate and responsible when my leader give

his/her full trust to me, even though I am a junior follower. It works so well on me, in

some ways I think it is even more powerful than to raise the salary. I think that is why

I enjoy to continue exploring my career here, and getting the feeling of self-

achievement. ”

"Followers are even more important than our customers."

“We think highly of our customers. However, we think that only when we give

enough attention to our follower and their influence, it will became a certain way to

ensure the customer satisfaction.”As ZhangYong said in the interview with

《Harvard Business Review》(Chinese Editions, 2016.03.17).

He cares about his followers’ influence, because it directly shows followers’

satisfaction of the corporation. And followers’ satisfaction is positively

correlated with customers’ satisfaction. From his consideration, the leaders who only

focus on the profit are not wise enough. However, what just mentioned above does

not mean the profit is not important, and Hai-DI-Lao’s profits are evidence of that. As

a part of Hai-DI-Lao’s strategy, they are not only paying attention on their services,

and innovative dishes. The reason why they value followers’ influence so much, is

because they realized that how much power it could be for leaders and organization

system.

Within the organization system, the power of followers’ influence is not only

about the people on the junior level of the organizational hierarchy. Jumping out of

the frame of concept, as claimed by Barbara Kellerman(2008), under certain

circumstances also leaders will be followers. Therefore, when using the term of

follower, we do not mean only the junior subordinates but managers on different

levels can be followers as well. Additionally, the middle level managers plays

different roles, they are leaders, but they are followers at the same time within the

whole organization system. The middle managers in a company could be describe as a

“sandwich”, to a certain extent, can be the link that passes the influence wave from
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the basic level followers to higher-level followers in the hierarchy organizational

system.

Back to this case, Hai-DI-Lao shows the example of the influence from follower

as individual, will be more obviously while they feel full of positive energy. They

have the truly smile from inside, happiness is sort of magnetic field that can influence

the people around. Just like Kahnweiler(2013) argued that everyone in a professional

role has influence to others. It is probably not very visible, but it does indeed exist.

Kahnweiler(2013) named this kind of influence as “Quiet influence”. Through our

research on Hai-DI-Lao, this kind of “Quiet influence” is well developed between the

junior level followers, with few examples, it shows that how this influence go though

the hierarchy, and impact on leaders and their leadership---

 Priority job offer

As a part of Chinese traditional culture, the sense of family value could be the

greatest driving force for a young person. Except the follower themselves, Hai-DI-

Lao is also offer job opportunities priority to their followers’ spouses and relatives.

 Share Joy

For outstanding ones, corporation will deliver a certain amount of bonus every month

directly to the followers’ parents, allowing the parents to share the joy of their

child ’s progress.
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These methods look like another group examples of how they care about their

followers, but if we explore deeply, it is present some sort of strategy from leader

level, that through the way they care about followers, in order to encourage them to

exert and deliver their influence to leaders. It could be refer to the “Quiet influence”

that came from the happy followers. We say love is a two way road, and so is the

influence.

Get followers involved into the vision process

 Promotion route.

According to the interview by《China entrepreneur》magazine(2015.04.21) with a

follower who works for Hai-DI-Lao, in their organization they have a clear promotion

route, they can choose three directions---management, technology or logistics. As

long as they present their integrity, honesty and hard work...rephrasing that, if they

expert their positive influence on leaders, they will get an chance to achieve their self-

value.

Figure 4.1: How to strengthen followers’ influence impact on leader?
Source: The authors
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 Home visiting

Home visiting is one of the institutions that implicit in the Hai-DI-Lao followers

promotion system. Leader (middle level management department) will personally

visit followers’ home, if he or she will got promoted to important position, First, it

helps to get the family encouragement and expectations, which is part of the Chinese

traditional social culture that apparently being considered. Furthermore, with the

responsibility to support the family perhaps means a lot for Hai-DI-Lao’s follower.

With the internal data shows their followers’ constitution, over 72% of them are from

the developing area.

Generally, as a huge corporation, Hai-DI-Lao will prefer to spend the recourse on

advertising, public relations, sponsorship..etc. Rarely seen the case like Hai-DI-Lao,

they spend their funds on their followers. Taking care of their family, provide well

conditioned apartment, supporting with their followers further education fees...it

sounds too ideal to be true, but it does exist. It’s not difficult to imagine that

followers’ level of engagement is extremely high, compare with other corporations

within the same industry. Gradually, their humanized organization rules are getting

increasingly famous on social media. Without the invested on advertisement, the

wave of influence, they got incredibly well known result.

It should be noted that, this strategy is not the same as the one that Hai-DI-Lao

followed in the beginning. As their CEO ZhangYong mentioned in the interview with

《World network operators》 (2016.04.14), he got inspired by his followers, their

passion and enthusiasm made him start to consider: How can I keep their good spirit?

In which way can I assist them to continue developing their potential influence? And

how can I encourage this sort of influence from followers, delivered to leader level?

Within the previous research, there is no doubt that people agree leader has

influence to his follower and the organization system. However, from the follower

perspective they indeed has the “rising influence” up to the leader level. Hai-DI-Lao

is aware of that, and attach important attention to this point.

Stimulate follower’s creativity

As has been discussed above, Hai-DI-Lao became a very successful case on

social media, not only because of its humanized management model but also because
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of their creative ideas. They played an extremely important role. According to the

secondary data provided by Hai-DI-Lao, over 75% of the innovation ideas are from

their followers.

Generally, what is the first reason will drive you away from a tasty and popular

restaurant? Probably is the waiting time. But in Hai-DI-Lao, people enjoy the waiting

time. A real scenario we discovered from the resource given by Hai-DI-Lao---

There was a customer who showed up to Hai-DI-Lao at eight o’ clock PM, He got

suggested by Hai-DI-Lao’s stuff : “If you do not mind we suggest you to give up

waiting today, we may miss out on selling a meal tonight, but for your convenience,

any other day if you wish to come back we will make sure you get priority." “ But I

was really confused, the waiting area was crowded but looks like quiet enjoyable, and

I didn’t see any complaints or anxiety. What did they do?”

With this wonder, we found the answer later. While the customer waiting, they

can enjoy the free drinks; relax in soft sofa, talking with friends comfortably; some of

them even start playing card. In addition, the waiting customers can also enjoy a

complimentary shoe-shining, free internet access or complimentary manicure services.

Also, if they wish to save some money, there are lots of puzzles, crosswords, sudoku

ready for them, If they complete them, they will got different denomination of coupon

that may use right away for their later dinner... Followers as the person who closely

feel customers’ need, thus the improvement methods raised up by followers are

usually the once which are most suitable for customer. This situation may explained

why followers’ influence is deserve fully attention from leaders.

Based on lots of details above, the point we would like to present here is, from

follower to leader level, the number of people is like the pyramid, less and less. We

suppose there is very outstanding leader, creative and passionate. Will he replace or

play the junior staff role instead? The answer is negative. When we think about

corporate culture, how does it being formed? Leader name the goal, which is just stay

on the paper. The person who really merge the corporate culture, is the followers.

They are the majority of the corporation, their influence may be quiet and slight but

accumulated over a long period of time, through the impact they deliver to their

leaders, will show up.

Thus we have reason to believe, followers has influence to the corporate culture,

also indirectly influence the organization and leaders decision-making. From this
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point of view, stimulating follower’s creativity can assist in creating the positive

corporate culture. Furthermore, under this culture, the wave of rising influence not

only spreading to the leader but the whole corporate.
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4.2 Case # 2: Emirates Group

Emirates airline, was established in 1985 to provide air services to and from Dubai.

Emirates is the largest airline in the Middle east, operating more than 1,500 weekly

flights from Dubai, with the routes across six continents in 78 countries and 142 cities.

As of 2016, the Emirates Group employs more than 90 000 people, of which 25 000

are cabin crew. There is great diversity among the employees, as more than 135

nationality can be founded among them. Some achievements record--- Awards

Emirates was named the World's Best Airline. 2015: Four-star airline.

To avoid confusion regarding definitions of the follower, we would like to

highlight that the followers we are talking about in the following text are the

subordinates who follow their leader. Specifically, it is about cabin crew. Their role

as followers differs depending on what perspective we use: if we look at them

within the aircraft organization system, and if we use a wider perspective and view

them as members of the entire Emirates Group organization system, Will the cabin

crew influence on their leaders be different depending on what perspective we use?

Attention will be given both to their role within the aircraft, as well as members of

the Emirates Group. The environment within the aircraft will be referred as the

micro organization system and the environment of the entire Emirates Group will be

referred as the macro organization system.

The reason why we chose Emirates airline is that we noticed that within the

aviation industry, the working relationship between leader and follower is very

different compared to the relationships between leader and follower in other industries.

In this case, we investigate what elements within this relationship between leader and

follower have an impact on followers influence on their leaders. According to the

explanation of the certain working mode as above, we will do analyze our case from

two directions. The first one is followers’ influence in the macro - organization

system.
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In order to protect the privacy of our participants, they will be referred with fake

names, however, the names will reflect the gender.

Followers’ influence in macro-organization system

A common view of followers in business organizations is them sitting at desk in

an office. However, this is not the case with the followers studied in the following

case of Emirates Airlines. Here, due to the particularity of the position our

interviewees concerned spends most of their working time within the aircraft, far

away from their leaders at headquarter. Therefore if we may, we would like to call

this kind of long distance relationship between leader and follower a ”loosely-bound”

relationship. We will consider the “cabin crew group” as the follower, and trying to

figure out in in what ways this kind of “loosely-bound” relationship will have the

impact on followers’ influence, further on leaders.

We interviewed some employees working for Emirates airline. One of them is

Ms. Anna, who is working for Emirates Group as a senior cabin crew. According to

her, she claimed that cabin crew group as follower, indeed, have the raising influence

on leaders and organization system. For example, as a branch of the service industry,

Emirates aim to pursuit that service routines on the different flight are smooth and

efficient. Depends on the different length of the flight, the service routine design is

adjustable. On some flights, there are staff who are sent out by headquarters, their task

is to observe the service routine, and come up with ideas on how it can be adjusted

and improved. However, the followers (refer to cabin crew group in the following text)

are actually working in the aircraft on a daily basis has better equipped to adjust and

improve it though.

Many similar cases occur, some followers come up with ideas to improve, It can

be improvements related to service , propaganda, charity or any other perspective of

the group, as long as the leader/leader level receive this sort of influence from

followers, they will practice on small-scale, if the feedback is positive, the idea will

be popularized though the whole flight of Emirates. At this stage, influence is not

being framed within the ideologies field; it also could be some change in the certain

rules and regulations.This kind of followers’ influence impact on leaders’ decision on

operating process, does not only occur in this case study, the similar situation also be
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seen in “Hai Di Lao”case study, which led us to think that since followers are in

majority, in the corporation, they have a great potential to be developed in many ways.

According to this case, Emirates provide flight service to nearly 80 countries

around the world, their customers will have various cultural backgrounds. The

leaders on higher levels in the organizational hierarchy does not interact with

customers like stewardesses do. Thus, the stewardesses will have more direct

experience from interacting with the customers, and their leaders needs the feedback

from them in their decision-making process.

Furthermore, Emirates airline has the employees who came from over 135

countries around the world. It is quite obvious that the mixed up culture, education

and religion background, will be an issue that cannot be ignored while processing the

decision from leader level. This view is also being proved by the content of the

interview with Ms. Anna. She says that within a corporation like this, leaders need to

pay a lot of attention on making decision, leaders need to pay extra attention to

making decision, and provide enough attention on the feedback from followers, in

another way to say, give sufficient attention to followers voice and influence and

involve the follower into the process is extremely significant for leader level to keep

this huge group corporation working in a healthy way.

Followers’ influence in micro-organization system.

While we focus on the possible differences of followers’ influence under this

special industry, compare with the macro-organization system, Now we change the

perspective and look at followers role in the micro-environment within the aircraft,in

the following text. It is aim to explain the followers’ influence impact on the leader in

another perspective.

As we mentioned above, due to the particularity of working system, as long as

the aircraft door closed for departure, all cabin crew members inside the aircraft will

be formed into a three-level of leader-follower organization system. According to the

different model of aircraft, the number of cabin crew members will in the range from

10 to 30, according to the number of follower members, we will consider this

organization system as the “micro-organization system ”. Also, refer to our research

object, On every flight, the micro- organization system will be different, becasue the

cabin crews will not work with the same people on every flight. This is a special
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cirumctance in this type of organization, and thus we think it is interesting to study

how followers influence the leader and enactment their leading style.

First of all, we will introduce the three-level of leader-follower organization

system. In general, flight cabin crew(captain and first officer) will be the top level

leaders inside this micro-organization system. Following with purser who are the

leader in charge of the whole cabin. And 2 or 3 senior cabin crew take responsibly of

different areas (first, business and economic class), and rest of the cabin crew

members are subordinates who follow the leaders.

Different with their roles in Emirates Group which cabin crew group as

followers to impact on leaders, when they are formulated into this micro-organization

system, the are playing both leader and followers’ role.

This hierarchy organization system, which captain as the leader, and purser as

the middle level manager of cabin cabin crew, can not work without the impact from

follower’s influence. It is reflected in the following aspects---

1. Communication. To handle with any various crises that may occur, middle

manager(refers to purser in the following text) need to familiarize with all the details

currently happen in the cabin to assist leader (refers to captain in the following text) to

make the right decision. Promptly and effective communication can be seen as the

most important analyzing basis for the leader. Under the certain situation different

person may holding the different opinions from their own perspective, the processing
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that leader receive these viewpoints from followers, can be considered as the process

that leader got influenced by followers. Which means these information may directly

influence on his or her final decision. From this way to say, follower as the individual

has a powerful influence on the leader and their final decision.

2.Attitude. “I would like to see people treat everybody like the way they want to

be treated.” This sentence left a very deep impression during the interview with

Miss.Serena, a senior cabin crew member who is currently working for Emirates. As

the middle part of this hierarchy organization system, she claimed that she always

receive influence wave from her followers during the flight.---“But the way they

express themselves is important” she emphasized.

Not only the positive attitude will become raising influence, so does the negative.

Thus, our interviewee thought as human nature, the attitude you express yourself will

determine how open and receptive the leader will be to feedback or influence.In

another way to say, if the follower has negative altitude at the beginning, it will

become the negative influence wave raising up to the leader. Under most cases, when

leader receives the negative influence, he or she will reflect more stress back to the

followers.

It is widely known that communication is a two way road. We think the

formation of influence is similar to this concept, back to the case, Ms. Kelly told us

nothing can be seen as a small issue during the flight, sometimes negative influence

will lead huge trouble within that closed working environment. In other word, the

follower should figure out a right way to express themselves, to make the influence

reach the maximum effect.Therefore, these elements mentioned above are showing

how does the influence of followers worked on leaders and their decision-making

process, specially, within this closed working environment, the influence of followers

will be strengthened in this case.

Rather than the followers’ influence in hierarchy system we have viewed above,

we also aware that the followers’ influence occurs in the parallel system at the same

time. During our interview, we notice that our interviewees Mr. Jason, who is

working for Emirates as a junior cabin crew member claims as below---

“If you talking about followers’ influence impact on leader, I think the indirect

way should be counted as well. For example in the small and closed environment like
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aircraft, it is easier to influence your colleagues in parallel, if we all agree, I believe

the influence will be received faster by the leader than just one person said so. ”

Jason explains his thought---＂Empathy feeling could be the reason that the

influence between followers is more likely to be accepted.＂ Just like Confucius said,

"He who is not in any particular office has nothing to do with plans for the

administration of its duties."(James Legge, P 67, 1893) Which means leader and

follower are stood for the different position, so their consideration is from the

different point of view. Thus, we may argue that the influences between followers are

more likely to get responses.

To extent this thought, every follower as individual has equal influence to others

in the group. One of our interviewees, Kelly claimed a situation happened during the

flight, there is one elder passenger had heart attack, all cabin crew members used to

received same level of medical training but under that case, one of the junior cabin

crew member who had professional medical background take charge of the leader’s

role, instruct the procedure of CPR and the following action. According to this theory,

it requires all the followers have a similar level of basic knowledge, and good self-

awareness. The leader and follower’s role is rotated according to the situation. Such

as leader adjust his or her leading role to an assistant role, in order to give space to the

followers who is professional or talented in the specific area.

Through the interview, we aware that the similar situation like this are happened

much more often than our imagination. Such as the language support with minority

language speaking passenger; cabin crew who has mother experiences take care of

Crew Crew Crew

Purser and Captain

Figure 4.2 Parallel system in micro-organization system

Source: The Authors
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babies; male cabin crew in charge taking care of the drunk or misbehavior passenger...

and so on. Furthermore, there is another characteristic of the aviation industry is, on

each flight, cabin crew members will work with complete new colleagues they have

never met before. During the flight, they working as a team with a clear division,

smoothly operation, but on next flight, everything will be restarted. From the leader

impact by followers’ influence perspective, it is probably difficult to deal this

“instant” working relationship between each other in a short period. So how did leader

under this circumstance adopt followers’ influence? We summarized few key

concepts are mentioned many times by our interviewees, they are---

Professional. Under the certain circumstance, this kind of “instant” leader-

follower relationship is built on the base of all members had receive their similar

professional training, they are acknowledged what they are suppose to do. However,

issues could happen during the working process, emotional fluctuations may have the

influence on followers’ behavior, it is a challenging task to remain the professional in

all situations.

But as we argued above, communication is a two-way road. The non-

professional influence from followers will bring negative impact on leaders even

more , under the “instant” leader-follower relationship situation. As simple as, within

this situation no matter the followers or leaders, they do not know you before. In other

words, they do not have time to know your personality to understand you better.

Shortly, there is no credit on you. When we are talking about influence, we think

remain professional can be the positive influence impact to both leader and follower

side, as the frame of reference, that can keep the communication and team work in a

business train track.

Trust. “Operating flight is different with working in the office, sometimes, you

do not have the opportunity to correct the error, someone may lose a life because of

your mistake. ” The sentences above is from our interviewee Ms. Sophie, who

working for Emirates as a junior cabin crew. She claimed that trust is sort of influence

which play an extremely important impact aspect during the flight, specially for this

kind of instant relationship between leader and follower. Under certain case, the

situation required leader give fully trust on their follower, or opposite way, they rely

on each other. During the interview, we ask different interviewees why they think
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trust is so important to influence from follower to leader, in this instant mode of

leader- follower relationship, three of them declared it relate to the influence power

within the team. One interviewee choose “not highly relate” and the other one think

there is no impact on this issue.

Probably we all have the experiences within one team if there is someone do not

trust others, the “distrust” mood will impact on all members in a short time. This sort

of trust-crisis will influence others in a more obvious way, within the close working

environment.

Relate to our topic, owing to the short-term relationships between leader and

follower, any tiny misunderstanding probably causes a huge influence wave of trust-

crisis. Therefore, under this circumstances, we aim to highlight the importance of

remaining professional and give enough trust. In this way to ensure the influenced

wave among followers’ parallel system is running in a healthy circulation. Likewise

with same reason in hierarchy systems.

Respect. Emirates airline is well known for the diversity of followers’

nationalities, not only in the aviation industry but probably in the worldwide. The

mixed background brings more complex working environment, which requires the

leader to adopt and respect followers’ influence in a better way. During the gradual

process of adaptation of followers’ influence, leader as the recipient of influence, need

to balance themselves between questioning and challenging, the balance point is what

we want to highlight here, respect.

Under the special working mode of aviation industry, all the process we

mentioned above are squeezed into a shorter period, thence, we assume that the

influence between leader and follower will appear more direct and powerful. It is also

proved by Anna’s opinion, they argued that the influence of followers under the

instant circumstance, showing more authentic and less re-consideration than usual. It

represents the importance of respect, for the purpose of followers’ influence can be

receive and adopted by leader. Moving forward from this point of view, being

respectful itself, is a positive influence can be delivered from follower to leader.

In conclusion, after collecting data from aviation industry, we notice their

followers’ working mode can be seen as the special element that can impact on

followers’ influence deliver to their leader in the leader-follower field, and this
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situation merges followers’ influence on the leader in a specific way which we will

discuss further in the analysis part of our paper.
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4.3 Case #3: The pharmaceutical firms

The following case consist of three smaller cases, merged into one sub-chapter

titled ”Case 3”. The reason for putting them together under one heading is that the

three companies are all in the the same industry, pharmaceuticals. In addition to being

in the same industry, the answers by the respondents in these three smaller cases are

largely similar. The data collection for all the cases below was done through face to

face semi-structured interviews. Though the cases are put together under the same sub

headline, the findings from the three interviews are not merged or mixed together, but

presented separately. Before each ”mini case”, a small introduction of the firm and

respondent will be made.

In order to protect the privacy of our participants, they will be referred with fake

names, however, the names will reflect the gender.

4.3.1 Case #3.1: Erik from Novartis Sweden

Erik is working at Novartis Sweden, the Swedish branch of multinational

pharmaceutical giant Novartis, with headquarters in Switzerland.. He has experience

of both leadership in his role as a manager as well as followership both as a team

member himself and in interactions with his own leaders. This is an interview with

one person from a large multinational corporation. We the authors are aware of the

fact that the answers from one person is not representative for the company as a whole,

but are the opinions of the interviewee based on the experiences he has acquired in his

professional life.

I meet with Erik in the garden of his summer house. Even though it is just early

May, the temperatures are similar to the ones at the peak of summer. I am invited to

sit down in the garden furniture, and are treated with coffee and homemade cinnamon

buns. This is the setting in which the interview is taking place. As you can understand,

the atmosphere is relaxed and informal.

According to Erik, in his role as a leader, he is both positively and negatively

influenced by his co-workers, as he likes to refer to his followers. He thinks the same

goes for his own leaders, when Erik is the follower. He points out that everyone is a

human with emotions, so of course leaders are affected and influenced by what their

followers say and do. Actions speak louder than words, though, according to Erik.

Thus, it is both what they say and what they do that impacts Erik, but more so their
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behavior than what is being said. He tries to downplay his importance as a leader,

saying that the team is stronger than the individuals within that team. It is important to

focus on the possibilities rather than on the problems, which is true for both upwards

and downwards in the organization. As a leader, it is important to be aware that

people are different, and thus realize that people, if they try to influence you as a

leader, will do that in different ways. While some may try to actually talk to you,

some others will perhaps remain silent and let their actions speak for them. Erik talk

about ”strong co-workers”, indicating that his followers are highly skilled and will try

to influence their manager if they feel they need to.

Erik brings up a difference between working in Sweden and internationally,

which he has plenty of experience of. It regards the timing when giving feedback,

both up and down in the organization. Because of the more relaxed business

atmosphere in Sweden, it seems that the timing is of less importance in Sweden

compared to the other countries Erik has worked in (both in Europe and in the United

States). Thus, followers in Sweden, according to Erik, probably do not have to

consider the timing as much as their counterparts in many other countries do. Of

course, the timing should not be completely neglected even in Sweden, it just seems

that it is a factor that needs to be more carefully considered and taken into account by

followers in other countries who wishes to give feedback to their managers. If the

timing is not right, what was intended as feedback from follower to manager could in

bad cases be seen as challenging the managers authority, which is something that

should be avoided.

According to Erik, his followers in the organization are highly skilled and

professional individuals, which can be explained by the knowledge based nature of

the industry. Feedback from them on Erik as a manager is expected, and as the

professional he is, takes their feedback into consideration. Constructive feedback is

always welcome, no matter who it comes from. Feedback and influence as only going

downwards in the organization is a thing of the past, something belonging to what

Erik refers to as ”the old leadership”. Followers influence him in his leadership ”all

the time”, both through communication and and in their behavior. Again, since

actions speak louder than words, it is mostly what they do that impact him as a leader.

Also, because of the high skill level of his co-workers, Erik as a leader likes and is

expected by his followers to give them freedom to solve a problem how they see fit.
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However, if the results are not satisfactory, the leader will have to respond to this and

try to come up with other solutions.

Erik gets motivation from all angles of the organization. Organizations are

getting flatter, and the employees, the co-workers, are the most important resource. To

not take advantage of their opinions and thoughts on leadership would be to not make

full use of that valuable resource. The employees ”are expected to have expectations”

on their managers, which then of course is true for Erik and his expectations on his

managers as well. Through conversations and appraisal with co-workers, the

managers become aware of the expectations on them, and can appropriately do what

they can to live up to those expectations, when they are reasonable. The discussions

are not isolated events, but are ongoing and regularly followed up in order to make

sure that managers and employees always are aware of the expectations on them.

What is important though is how you express your expectations and your feedback to

your managers and co-workers, otherwise there is a risk for misunderstanding.

If Erik is considered by his followers to be too controlling and strict in his

enactment of leadership, they will usually let him know. A manager that is very

controlling and wants to say how people should do their job can be viewed by co-

workers as a manager who do not trust his employees. That being said, if the results

are not satisfactory, there is usually need for more formal steering and leadership,

according to Erik.

The interview steers towards the topic of followers importance for Erik

efficiency in his day-to-day tasks. Regarding this, Erik says the most important for

the efficiency is that everyone in the organization reaches as much as possible of their

potential, since everyone plays a part. For a manager it is more much more important

and effective to work with the carrot than with the stick, since threats reduces

creativity among followers.Finally, Erik says that he always tries to adapt his

leadership, depending on who the receiver of the leadership is and what situation the

exercise of leadership is taking place. This would be the case in all directions in the

organization. Within an organization such as this one, if people in any position on any

level feel that they can contribute in some way, they are expected to express that, no

matter if the it would go up, down, or horizontally in the organization.

According to Erik, there is a trend towards fewer but more skilled and important

employees. A task that is not related to the core business is being contracted out to
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service companies. This result in an organization where almost everyone is highly

skilled, possesses a great deal of relMariant knowledge, works with the core business,

and is in a position to influence their managers in their exercise of leadership

4.3.2 Case #3.2: Lars from Novo Nordisk

Lars has a position in management at the Danish pharmaceutical company Novo

Nordisk. He also frequently finds himself in positions of followership. This is an

interview with one person from a large multinational corporation. We the authors are

aware of the fact that the answers from one person is not representative for the

company as a whole, but are the opinions of the interviewee based on the experiences

he has acquired in his professional life.

According to Lars, if co-workers says something supportive to him, that is

obviously nice to hear as a leader. Also, even followers questions something that Lars

says or does in his position as a manager, it is positive if the aim is to understand

better. If someone however objects to something that Lars says or do, that might work

as a trigger for him to either explain his position in more detail or even change it, if

the arguments from the co-worker are valid. Much has to do with attitude, if it is

positive or negative. A co-worker with a positive attitude might influence the leader

positively just with the attitude, and in that case the positive influence would not have

been done voluntarily, it would just be something that happened. The same is true for

the opposite, a co-worker with a negative attitude risks spreading that negative energy

to the leader. If a co-worker or manager does not agree or like what is being said and

or done, this should be expressed, but it is important to consider how this is expressed.

Lars’ co-workers have the opportunity to, in a formal setting, express what they

think about their managers and their leadership. This is done via anonymous co-

worker surveys in which employees get the opportunity to express their opinion on

and influence the way the leadership is exercised. The survey goes in both directions,

up and down in the organization. Lars views leadership not only as leading people in a

certain direction, but leadership is also about solving problems. Since problems can be

different in their nature, so can the leadership, depending on the problem. Another

important part of leadership according to Lars is to make decisions, and at the end of
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the day it is the leader who needs to make these decisions. An organization is not a

democracy.

In addition to the co-worker surveys, so called ”sounding boards” are used to

give feedback to management from the co-workers. The sounding board is a group of

six to eight co-workers that management can present ideas to and get the co-workers

view on said idea. The sounding board meets with management approximately once

every three months, giving both management and co-workers the chance to be aware

of what is going on in different levels of the organization.

We come back to the issue of attitude and the importance of a positive one, when

we talk about motivation from the followers to the leader. Encouragements from

followers also works as motivation for Lars as a manager, but most motivation comes

from the followers that are really dedicated to their work. Co-workers who ”always

try to be one step ahead” provides Lars with tremendous motivation, as do co-workers

who are action oriented, who gets things done. ”If you work in a positive group you

will get so much more work done than you would in a negative group” says Lars.

Once again, the attitude among co-workers is said to be extremely important.

Lars feels that he has a pretty good idea of his co-workers expectations on him as

a leader, largely thanks to the previously mentioned co-worker surveys. The surveys

are followed by an action plan with the purpose to make sure that what is being said

in the surveys can be implemented. One thing that seems to come back in the surveys

is that the co-workers wish that Lars would have more time for them, which is

something that can be difficult to live up to. Also, sometimes the expectations can be

more than he can handle. What is important is to have an ongoing dialogue with the

co-workers, to make sure they know what Lars can and cannot do. Lars admits that he

sometimes can be somewhat”dominant” in his leadership. This is especially true if

none of the team members steps forward and takes initiative. He has no problem

to ”set his foot down” when necessary. However, he puts great importance on the

involvement of his co-workers, so stepping in as a more authoritarian leader is more

of a last resort.

People at all levels in the organization should be prepared to push matters in the

relMariant direction, which of course could be up, down and horizontally. Lars says

that he has good relation with his own boss, which makes it easy to go to him when

something is unclear. Lars is never afraid to run issues up in the organization. An
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important thing to be aware of as a middle manager is that co-workers often are very

good at noticing when their manager channels their issues further up in their

organization. That is of course also true if a manager fails to run co-workers issues

further up in the organization; the co-workers will notice and might not be happy

about it.

Lars concludes with some more remarks of what leadership and followership is

about. Your personality will have a big impact on what kind of leader and follower

you are. He does not think of him as being a certain kind of leader or follower, ”it is

just me”, as he puts it. The leadership can be somewhat adjusted for different

situations and receivers of the leadership, but the foundation of it will be the same no

matter who is being led.

4.3.3 Case #3.3: Maria from Astra Zeneca

Maria has a management position at multinational pharmaceutical company

Astra Zeneca. She also frequently finds herself in positions of followership. This is an

interview with one person from a large multinational corporation. We the authors are

aware of the fact that the answers from one person is not representative for the

company as a whole, but are the opinions of the interviewee based on the experiences

she has acquired in her professional life.

Maria states that she as a leader is very much influenced by what her co-workers

say or do. She has a good eye for seeing who takes responsibility for the tasks, and

depending on if they do that or not do that, it will affect the exercise of her leadership,

moving from granting freedom to being more in control. When it comes to this, Maria

is not very happy. Maria’s default leadership style is to grant a lot of freedom and

own responsibility to her co-workers. A major reason for this is because she herself

prefers it that way as a follower in relation to her manager, a lot of freedom to solve

problems the way she sees fit. Communication is important, that co-worker and

manager talk to each other when there is a disagreement about something. In her

relationship to her own managers, she says that managers of course have different

personalities which will affect their leadership style. Some are more controlling,

others grant more freedom. Sometimes the expectations from managers leads Maria to
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do things that perhaps is not necessary, in her opinion, but the expectations from

upper levels in the organization makes her do it anyway.

Maria can not think of any examples of when co-workers have tried to actively

affect her in her exercise of leadership. However, she says that sometimes she wishes

that they would do so. It would make it easier for her as a leader if she knew as early

as possible how her co-workers would like to be led. Just because Maria likes to be

granted freedom from her managers and not be micro managed, does not mean that all

of her co-workers want it that way. This is true especially in a situation with new co-

workers, since before you get to know them it might be difficult to know what kind of

leadership they prefer.

A great deal of Maria’s motivation comes from her co-workers. Especially, when

co-workers take own initiatives is considered to be a big source of motivation.

Positive attitude among co-workers is also considered a major motivating factor.

Generally, working in a team is motivating for Maria, and especially so when people

in that team share the same goals. The goals for the entire organization are so big

and ”far away” that it might become difficult to personally relate to them, so it

becomes important to set up ”sub goals” for the team.

Regarding expectations from her co-workers on Maria as a leader, she says that

they differ a lot from person to person. Especially the co-workers who have never

been in a management position themselves might have expectations on Maria that are

not realistic, that she cannot possibly live up to. On the other hand, co-workers who

themselves have experience from working in management will have expectations that

are more realistic. Some are very clear about their expectations on their leader, while

some are not. Maria points out that being in a middle management position, she has

expectations coming from both above and below in the organization, which

sometimes can make her feel trapped between co-workers expectations and her own

bosses expectations.

Feedback from co-workers on leaders is encouraged, both formally and

informally. Two times a year the organization conducts 360 feedback, which is

feedback from all angles in the organization. While informal feedback from co-

workers to leader is welcome, it is quite rare. The feedback from all angles is very
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valuable for Maria, and she is of the opinion that people are honest in their feedback.

In her efficiency in the day to day work, Maria is especially affected by her co-

workers attitude. Since much of the work takes place within a team, a negative

attitude can do a lot of damage if it gets foothold within that team. The entire team

will be a lot more competitive and get more work done if the general attitude in the

team is positive. Sometimes the expectations from the team can be unrealistic, which

can cause stress and thus less efficiency.

Regarding her own ability and opportunity to influence upward in the

organization, Maria says that it in many cases depends on the boss. Not so much their

leadership style or personality, bur more simply how accessible they are. Many of

Marias bosses are far away, even in other countries, which can make it difficult. One

thing in particular that Maria mentions is that she wants to make it easier for her

bosses to do their work. The structure in the organization is flat, ”you can be open

about things”. She has good relationships with her bosses, which makes it easier to

provide her thoughts and opinions to them when needed.

Finally, Maria says that she needs to adapt her leadership depending on who the

receiver of the leadership is. Things to consider can be the co-worker’s experience,

knowledge and ability, for example. Maria has team members in countries other than

Sweden as well, and she has noticed that there are differences in co-workers behavior

depending on which country they are in. Co-workers in Sweden seem to question

more than co-workers in other countries, for example. Maria is always open for ideas

from co-workers. She stresses the importance of the team, and that it should not be

about one boss who decides exactly how tasks are supposed to be approached and

solved.
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Chapter 5: Analysis and Discussion

In this chapter, we will present our interpretation of our empirical findings, as

well as relating them to theories and concepts from our literature review. Also the

authors voice will be included in this chapter.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5.1 Coworkers rather than followers

Something noteworthy is that neither of the interviewees talked

about ”followers”, or subordinates. That they do not use the latter is not surprising,

but there also seems to be a reluctance to refer to people they are working with and

who arguably have a position that is on a lower level than them as ”followers”. It just

does not seem natural. Rather than using the terms follower or subordinate, the three

interviewees from the pharmaceutical firms, independently from each other, rather

talk about ”co-workers”. If we look at what these people have in common, let’s see if

we can find some explanation for this. First, they all work in companies that have

knowledge as the major competitive advantage, which could indicate that the

knowledge related to the core business is pretty close among leaders and followers.

Second, all the interviewees from the pharmaceutical companies are Swedes working

in Sweden. The generally low power distance in Swedish organizations could also be

a factor worth having in mind when looking at their responses.

It could be the case that we put too much importance on the words and terms

used by the respondents here. It is interesting however, that the three respondents

from the pharmaceutical industry all used the term co-worker. A relMariant theory to

look at here could be one of Howell and Mendez ’s (2008) three perspectives on

followership: followership as an independent role. This view is concerned with the

fact that organizations are becoming flatter, with fewer middle managers, and a higher

educated workforce which resonates with our findings. Also the fact that the

managers interviewed said that they like to provide their co-workers with freedom to

solve the problems the way they saw fit, points towards an environment where

followers have an independent role. It seems that the level of independence and the

possibility to practice influence towards the leader are related. The more independent
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the follower, the more influence he or she will be able to practice towards the leader.

It is not the independence itself that makes the leader receptive to influence from

follower, but the independence is a result of the followers being highly skilled and

capable, which could make their leader more receptive to their influence. More

studies will be needed to completely support this claim though.

5.2 Followers’ attitude

It appears that a highly important aspect of followers influence on leaders has to

do with the follower’s attitude to their work and their tasks. This suggests that a lot of

the influence that followers pass on to leaders is not deliberate, since followers at this

level most likely do not use the expression of attitude to actively affect their managers

in how they handle leadership. It seems more to be an outcome of something not

voluntarily; a desirable one when the attitude is positive, and an undesirable one if the

attitude is negative. Perhaps attitudes among followers are more important in their

influence than followers would think, since it appears to be a kind of influence that

does not happen voluntary.

This is a good example of when followers influence leaders even when they

perhaps are not aware of it themselves. However, the demonstration of attitude could

of course also be done voluntarily by the follower in order to show the leader that he

or she does not agree with a certain decision. The general attitude to work is probably

not intended to influence the leader though. Thus, if looking at Kelley’s (1988)

categorization of followers and putting it in relation to followers influence on their

leaders, the more dedicated the follower, the more positive influence on the leader.

Not directly influencing the way they lead perhaps, but influence on the leader as a

person. This may over time have influence on the way the leader treats the followers.

Followers who just do what they are told and nothing more do not seem to be very

inspirational for their leaders, which might make it difficult for them to affect the

leadership towards them, since leaders may be more open for feedback and influence

from followers who have a positive attitude to their work. The link between

follower’s mood on leader mood and performance was reported by Tee et. al (2013),

and we can see similarities with their study and our own. In our study the link was

much related between follower’s attitude and mood and the motivation that the
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manager felt for his or her own work. Since motivation is a big part of performance,

our study sees similar results to the study of Tee et al. (2013).

In our research, we found out that the followers’ influence will have an impact

on leader, but under the different conditions and industries it appears differently. With

our observation in the case of Hai-DI-Lao, one way that leader motivate followers is

through the humane and caring organization culture. To enhance their engagement

level with job position, in particular, when their followers feel truly happiness inside,

their mood as sort of influence will be delivered back to leader. This is in line with the

claim by Tee et al. (2013) that the followers mood will influence the mood and

performance of the leader. In addition, we notice that the influence of positive attitude

even more stronger than followers’ being pushed by regulations. To rephrase that, this

sort of psychological motivation will present a more powerful impact on both leader

and follower perspective. It was found that the positive mood from followers not only

had a big impact on the mood of the leader.

Having proactive followers seemed to be a big source of motivation for the

managers in this study. This again relates to the attitude among followers towards

their work, since taking own initiatives would probably be linked to a positive attitude

at work. Having highly driven followers appears to reflect up to the leaders, causing

them to be more effective in their own work. One implication for this could be for any

people in an organization that being proactive, taking initiative and having a positive

attitude to work will not only make that person look good, it can also be passed on to

others in the organization resulting in a better work environment for everyone. One

idea could be that if employees at the lower levels do these things, it will be passed on

to the middle manager, who in turn will pass it on to even higher levels of

management. We would like to link Howell and Mendez et al (2008) perspective on

followership as an independent role to a high degree of motivation passed on from

follower to leader. Independent followers will have opportunities to take own

initiatives and be proactive, which can be reflected to the leader and have a positive

impact on them.
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5.3 Followers’ cultural background

Two of the interviewees talked about differences between leading and following

in Sweden and abroad. One thing that was mentioned was the importance of correct

timing when giving feedback, particularly if it is directed upwards in the

organization. Another thing was followers willingness to speak up and share their

ideas, which according to one of the interviewees were more likely to happen in

Sweden, which could be explained by the low power distance in that country. We

need to be careful and not be tempted to always use cultural differences to explain

things we do not initially understand or agree with, because it might lead to

stereotyping and expectations that might not always be true, which can harm the

relationship between leader and follower.

However, it could also be argued that completely ignoring the cultural

background of follower would be as unwise, and it is mentioned by respondents as

having an impact on how they lead, and how they interact with their own leaders.

Cultural background is obviously not something that people can choose and thus not

use it as a mean to actively influence the leadership. Nevertheless, it seems that

cultural background of the follower is one factor having an impact on how leaders

lead.

While it is true that followers may notice differences in how people lead

depending on cultural background, the same could be said for leaders noting

differences in how people follow. Shamir (2007) discusses followers as constructors

of leadership, and that what is originating from followers rather than from leaders and

which leaders need to respond to and handle are examples of when followers are

constructing the leadership. While cultural background of follower is not explicitly

mentioned in Shamir (2007), it obviously is something that originates from the

follower, and can be one, maybe small, part of how followers are constructing the

leadership.

During our research process, we found that the period of Hai-DI-Lao’s strategy

merging by their followers’ influence, is positively relate to the time that “Reform and

Opening” policy being processed in China. So far yet back to 40 years ago, China is

closed and isolated. Since 1978, due to the “Reform and Opening” policy the closed

China start to open the door for new world. Huge amount of information, new

phenomenon and diversity life style burst into China, people born after 1980s were
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seen as “New Chinese”. Specially, there is a rapidly growth of Chinese students going

to study abroad, and return back to China afterward.

Allow us to explain deeper in this point of view, the explosive growth of the

return students who studied overseas, also bring the impact effect to followers and

strengthen the influence of follower within the organization. The new generation of

Chinese young people, get chance to receive wider access to new concepts like

“follower’s equality sense”and “followers’ influence should be valued”. For most of

them, the wider collection of information helps to broaden their horizons, adopt the

more equal and modern relationship between leader and follower. In this regard, we

notice that higher percentage of the followers in corporation are showing outgoing

and cheerful personality. They tend to express their ideas proactively, seeking for the

sense of identity and presence. Either the government department or business

corporation, along with the main employee's age group taken by “after 80s”

generation, they are more likely to express themselves, enjoy being recognized and

probably positive on exert their influence.

5.4 Different followers, different leadership

Adapting the leadership depending on who the receiver of the leadership is was

also something that the managers had similar views on. While they recognized that

people are different and may have a preferred way to be led in a certain way, another

Figure 5.1: 1978--2015 The number of student study abroad & returned student

Source: China National Bureau of Statistics
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aspect that relates to this is the circumstances at a given moment. People who have

little knowledge, experience and ability in a certain matter will require the leader to

change his or her leadership approach depending on the circumstances. We feel there

is room to improve and add categories to Kelleys (1988) categorization of followers,

in which the personality of the follower appear to be the most important. When

adding the feature of experience and ability, we think that the categorization becomes

more relMariant. This means that what type a follower is will depend on situation.

Situational followership, if you wish. Here we have an example of when followers

will impact leaders in how they exercise their leadership, since a leader will have to

adjust the leadership based on experience and ability of the follower.

Since many of the respondents in this study are in a middle manager position, we

have a good foundation which we can use to look at Malakyan’s (2014) Leader

Follower Trade approach and relate it to our findings. It was suggested by one of the

respondents that the position between upper level management and workers on lower

levels in the organizational hierarchy sometimes made her feel trapped between the

two. Particularly interesting was the remark that followers (or co-workers as they

were referred to as) easily will notice if you channel their issues and matters further

up in the organizational level.

This ought to have an impact on the leaders, since if the followers notice if their

managers brings their concerns further up in the organization or not, the leaders will

feel pressure from followers. The shifting role of leader and follower, while it is

something that most people will experience, is likely to be particularly applicable to

mid-level managers, who needs to shift between the role of followers in their

interaction with their superiors, and the role of leader when interacting with their

followers, who on top of it might have unrealistic expectations of what the mid-level

manager can do for them.

5.5 Followers’ expectations on the leader

This brings us to the topic of expectations and what influence it might have when

coming from follower to leader. When talking about expectations in organizational

settings, it seems as if it is generally more common to talk about the expectations that

the leader or manager has towards his or her followers, subordinates or co-workers.
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The opposite direction does not seem to receive nearly as much attention, neither in

the actual setting of the organization on in the leadership literature. Judging from the

responses in our study, however, expectations ”are expected”, both from below and

above in the organization.

One interesting finding was that the expectations on the leader differed

depending on the experience of the follower, particularly if the follower had

experience of being a manager himself or herself. Followers who did have such

experience were regarded as having more reasonable expectations of what the

manager is able to do for the followers. Followers with no personal experience of

being in a management position were reported to sometimes have rather unreasonable

expectations on their managers. Thus, the follower’s background is a factor that

determines what the follower expect from the leader, and if the leader perceives the

expectations to be realistic or not. We can relate this to what Shamir (2007) writes

about followers as constructors of leadership.

According to Shamir (2007), the leadership categorization theory argues that it is

followers expectations of what a leader is and should be, that determines how they

look at their leader. Since the expectations on the leader will be different from person

to person, the impact of expectations on the leader will be different depending on

who’s perspective we are looking from. One follower with a certain background that

affects his or her expectations will have one image of how the leader should be like,

and someone with another background might have a different view of what leadership

is about.

So, when followers construct the leadership, we propose that they do so on an

individual level. It does not seem to be about a gathering of followers who in

consensus decide what the leadership is and what it is not. Instead, we think that

people create their own, personal view of what leadership is about, which impacts

their opinion about the leader. The expectations from followers might stay unrealistic

if the leader does not make clear to them what he or she can or cannot do, which

probably does not lead to a healthy relationship between the two, and thus is

something that they through conversations with followers need to clarify.
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5.6 More influence requested?

Another interesting finding was that one of the interviewed managers expressed a

desire for followers to be more active and contribute more in the design of the

leadership. During one of the interviews, it was expressed that it would be good if

followers made it clear what they wanted from their leader, and that suggestions and

feedback was always welcome.

We think that almost any person in a leadership position in most companies, would

agree to this because it sounds good and makes them look like democratic leaders

open to what people on lower levels are saying. In addition, we notice that from our

empirical findings, in Emirates Airline, one of the follower came up with the idea of

having a print logo at the bottom of the aircraft, as a result of the obvious effect, the

follower got award of this brilliant personal influence. We think this action can be the

side support of our opinion here, leader and organization system are encourage

followers’ to express themselves.

However, we think it is especially true in knowledge based firms with highly

skilled, independent followers (Howell and Mendez et. al 2008), where the distance

between leader and follower might not be as big as in other industries.

5.7 Followers’ performance initiating the leadership

The Leadership on demand theory by Blom and Alveson (2014) suggests that it

is the followers who initiate the need for managerial leadership. Our study found that

it is much the performance of the followers that determines if the leader needs to step

in and take a more authoritarian leadership role. Both leader and follower seem to

appreciate that if the team’s results are good without the leader having to make a lot

of decisions for them, and the team will be left alone from managerial leadership

actions. However, if results are not showing, the leader may have to change his or her

leadership style to one that makes sure that the team gets on the right track again. This

could mean that the leader takes a more active role which requires more controlling

and directing of the followers.

According to the concept ”Leader Follower Trade” claimed by Malakyan ( 2014).

The so called LFT approach recognizes the dynamic nature of leadership and

followership. Dynamic in the sense that people are not leaders all the time and not
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followers all the time. From the case of Emirates Airline, our interviewee said during

their work, if there is anyone who has related background to deal with the issue, he or

she will be aromatically take over the leader’s role, which means within their

organization system, leader and followers’ rotated role tend to appear quiet flexible

compare with other industry.

Which we think its perfectly explain the theory from Malakyan(2014).

According to this theory, it requires all the followers have high level of self-awareness

and similar level of basic knowledge background. The leader and follower’s role is

rotated according to the certain situation. Such as leader adjust his or her leading role

to an assistant role, in order to give space to the followers who are professional or

talented in the specific area.

Through the interview, we became aware that the similar situation like this

happened much more often than we could imaging. If we consider the follower's

influence within the hierarchy system, in which the influence needs to cross the level

to shape leader and their leading style, then the influence within the parallel system

seem to be broadcast more effective and powerful among the followers.

5.8 Deliberate and non deliberate rising influence

After identifying different ways and methods through which followers influence

their leaders, we found it appropriate to divide the influence from follower to leader in

two categories; deliberate and non deliberate influence. The way that followers

influence leaders might be different depending on industry, or even what country the

followers and leaders are in.

Deliberate influence: Our findings indicate that this kind of influence may be

more common in industries with highly skilled, capable and educated followers. In

our study, they would be the followers from the firms in the pharmaceutical industry.

The idea here is that since leaders are aware that their followers are highly skilled and

capable, they will be more receptive and open to deliberate influence from followers.

The deliberate influence from follower to leader could be through formal feedback

sessions, dialogues between follower and leader, or simply, the follower being honest

to the leader and speaking their mind.
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Non-deliberate influence: We found more examples of non-deliberate influence

from follower to leader than we found of deliberate influence. With non-deliberate

influence, we mean the kind of influence that is the result of something else. The

follower is not actively trying to influence the leader through the means presented

here, but the influence becomes a result. Followers attitude to work is one kind of non

deliberate influence that impacts the leader. Maybe not so much in the leader’s

enactment of leadership, but the leaders own motivation, and since motivation can be

linked to performance, it might have an effect on that as well.

Expressing the attitude could of course be done deliberately as well, like in cases

when followers are not happy about something but do not feel like saying it directly,

and can then use attitude to express their dissatisfaction about something. In most

cases though, we believe that attitude is not used deliberately by followers to

influence the leader, but the influence is a result of it. Followers ability could also be

one thing having an impact on leaders in their enactment of leadership, which is

something originating from the follower, but not being deliberate. How able the

follower is to perform a task will determine how the leader will have to lead that

particular follower.

This will be different depending on situation. Followers’ results is another

example of non deliberate influence from follower to leader. When followers’ results

are good, there might not be much need for formal leadership directed towards them.

When results are not satisfactory however, the leader might need to step in and adapt

a more authoritarian leadership role. Not deliberate from the followers, but

nevertheless influencing the leader in his or her enactment of leadership.

As can be seen above, we found more examples of non deliberate influence than of

deliberate influence. We can not claim though, that most influence from follower to

leader is non deliberate. We did not measure how much of the influence that was

deliberate of non-deliberate. We can only claim that through our data collection, we

found more examples of the non deliberate influence. The categories above can

certainly be filled with more types of influence, but the ones presented above are

considered most important in this study
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

In the final chapter of this thesis, we will summarize the answer to our research

question, discuss practical and theoretical implications, as well as the limitations of

this study. Finally, we will make suggestions for further research.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the analysis chapter, we proposed that the rising influence from follower to

leader is either deliberate or non deliberate, and that we found more examples of non

deliberate rising influence than deliberate rising influence. However, we cannot with

certainty claim that most influence is deliberate, or that most influence is non

deliberate, because the possible kinds of influence that can be placed in the category

non deliberate influence are more numerous than the kinds of influence that can be

placed in the deliberate influence category. That being said, we did find more

examples of non deliberate influence than deliberate influence.

In addition to dividing the rising influence into deliberate and non deliberate, we

decided to create four more categories: Engagement, Communication, Equality sense,

and Formal settings.These categories reflect our diverse sample of respondents, as

each category is more related to a particular case. Below we will briefly go through

each of the categories

6.1 Through which methods can followers influence their leader?

In this paper, we have reviewed corporations from different countries, and

confirmed that followers have influence on both leaders and organization system.

Within the different industries and corporation back ground, the influence from

followers also appears in different ways, and in order to clarify our empirical findings,

we are summarizing a few elements that we think could be the method or tool, that

may assist followers in their influence processing.

6.1.1 Engagement level

In the case of Hai-Di-Lao, we discovered many ways of how leaders motivated

their followers, among these methods, we think the rule which aim to enhance

followers engagement level is very outstanding and effectively worked in this case.
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Through this rule, followers are self-motivated instead of being pushed by leaders, as

human nature, feeling ownership of what you working with probably which might be

the most effective and cost-friendly way to stimulate followers’ positive energy. Thus,

to start from this point, we think that involve followers into the vision process of the

corporation can assist followers with creating and delivering the influence, raising up

to the leader level and spread to the organization.

6.1.2 Communication attitude

In all the cases consisting of primary data collected by us, the authors of this

paper, we found that attitude among followers played a big role in followers’

influence on leaders. We think that attitude will be reflected in how someone

communicates, and therefore we argue that the way someone expresses him/herself,

will have an impact on how successful the follower will be in influencing the leader.

Most likely, leaders will be more receptive to feedback and influence from followers

who show a positive attitude. It might sound obvious that communication can be used

to deliver influence, but what we would like to point out here is the importance of

how you try to communicate during your influence delivery, and here the attitude of

the follower is very important, since it will be noticed by the leaders.

6.1.3 Equality sense

We discovered that the atmosphere within an organization or team, as well as the

skill level and competence of follower can have an impact on the rising influence

from follower to leader. This category emerged from the three companies within the

pharmaceutical industry researched in this study. Findings common to all three

pharmaceutical firms indicated that most people within these companies were highly

skilled, since tasks not directly related to the core business (research and selling of

pharmaceuticals) is performed by staff from other companies. This leads to a situation

in which the people who remain are highly skilled and capable. This, in turn, brings

leaders and followers closer together, the distance between them decreases. As noted

in the analysis, most followers in these firms appear to fit well with Lipman-Blumen’s

et. al (2008) description of independent followers. We argue that because of their

independent role and skills followers are a) more prone to influence their leader, and b)

leaders are more receptive to the feedback and influence from their
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followers. ”Influence is expected, both up, down and sideways” is a quote from one of

the interviewees from the pharmaceutical firms.

6.1.4 Formal settings

Perhaps rather obvious, but still worth to mention. One way for followers to

influence their leaders and the leadership is through formal feedback sessions.

According to the interviewees, these feedback sessions could take different forms,

such as anonymous surveys or a dialogue between leader and follower. The

interviewees from the pharmaceutical companies in this study all have to shift

between the role of leader and follower, and would give feedback both in their role as

follower as well as their role as a leader. This was according to the interviewees an

effective way for followers to influence their leaders. Of course, this depends on how

open and receptive the leader is to the feedback from followers. This type of

influence from followers was mentioned primarily by the respondents from the

pharmaceutical companies.

6.2 Implications

6.2.1 Theoretical implications
Here we would like to highlight that followers do not follow in the same way at

all times, in all situations. Just like a leader may need to adapt his or her leadership

depending on situation (Situational Leadership), a follower will follow in a certain

way depending on situation. Kelleys (1988) labels of ”sheep” or ”star follower”

certainly have their merits, but we do not think that it is appropriate to say that

someone is a ”sheep” or the like in all situations. It was expressed by the respondents

in our study that their enactment of leadership needs to be adapted depending on the

followers ability, which of course will differ depending on the task. Thus, we propose

that Kelleys categories of followers is complemented with the situation or context

factor. We do not claim to invent the situational followership concept, even though

we did not find many previous studies on it during our review of the previous

literature, but we do hope that our study can raise awareness of the topic.

The influence of followers mood and attitude was confirmed by this study.

Previous studies, such as the one by Tee et. al (2013), have found that there indeed is
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a link between followers mood and leaders mood and performance. The findings from

our study point more toward the effect that followers attitude has on on leader, which

we think is closely related to the followers mood. Sure, someone can be happy and at

the same time have a bad attitude to work, but we think we can relate our findings of

followers attitude impact on the leader to previous studies on influence of follower

mood on leaders.

The categorization of influence into deliberate and non deliberate is another of our

theoretical contributions to the followership research field, which hopefully can be

used either as inspiration for further research or as filling a research gap about

follower’s influence on leaders. Finally, we propose the use of the term rising

influence when talking about the influence that goes upward in the organizational

hierarchy, from follower to the formal leaders who should have more influence, but in

fact are subjects to the influence from followers.

6.2.2 Practical implications

Followers. Through our paper, followers may reconfirm their importance and

adopt their position within the corporation. Instead of thinking lightly of themselves,

they may express their views more confidently. The method of spreading influence

should not be framed into a certain settled track. They may realized that there is not

only one method to deliver influence in the corporation. We hope that our paper can

act as an eye-opener for followers, and make them aware of that they have several

different methods to influence their leaders, even though many of them might be non-

deliberate. For example if you feel difficult to raise the influence through hierarchy

system, then maybe you can use the indirect way to start influence with the other

followers around you. As long as your idea or influence got increasingly recognized

by more and more followers, your influence will get to leader level at the end.

Also, in the traditional concept, people tend to believe “Action speaks louder

than words.” While the actions of followers indeed are an important part of the

influence from follower to leader, we want to emphasize the importance of verbal

communication as well. As we mentioned in our case studies the importance of

communication as a tool to spread influence from follower to others, should not be

ignored. Reasonable and effective communication can enhance followers’ influence.

Therefore, we think words sometimes are as important as actions. If followers are
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aware of that their behavior and communication attitude will have an impact on the

leader, it may lead to a healthier relationship between leader and follower.

Middle level manager. In our paper, we consider the middle level managers not

only as leaders, but as members of the followers group as well depending on situation.

Talking about the importance of middle level manager, they can be seen as the link

between top leader and grass-roots followers. Based on this point of view, they are

involved into followers’ influence, while at the same time, they are creating the

influence wave up to top leaders. Additionally, the middle level managers should

notice that whether they strengthen or reduce the influence while they delivered

followers’ influence to top leaders, will be observed by followers as well. Thus the

importance of middle level managers should be valued. Also, while the top leader

receive followers’ influence, the feedback will go though the mid level manager back

to followers. All in all, middle level managers are the link can not be missed in the

influence circle between top leader and followers, and have significant the

organization system as well

Leaders. This study is mostly concerned with followers and their influence on

leaders. That being said, this study still have some implications for leaders as well. .

Not only because, as we have mentioned quite a few times already, leaders are also

followers, but there might be implications for people in their role as leaders. Leaders

also need to understand that influence is not only delivered from them to their

followers, but that it goes in the other direction as well, but perhaps in a different form.

By encouraging followers to create the leadership together with their leader, be it

through formal feedback sessions or an allowing atmosphere in the team or

organization where expressing oppinions is allowed, the leader follower relationship

would benefit, hopefully leading to better results for both leader and follower.

We believe the caring and encouragement from leaders will determine the level

of engagement of followers directly, in other words, the level of positive influence.

We certainly confirmed that followers’ influence exists and is significant. We

encourage leaders to attribute more value and attention on followers’ influence, even

though there may be some non-perfect perspectives, but in general, the possible

benefits is obvious for leaders, as it can help them become better leaders for their

followers.
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6.3 Limitations

This study was intentionally wide and quite general. While there are advantages of

this, for example that we were not limited to a particular context or industry, we are

also aware that this may lead to the results being somewhat shallow. Focusing on one

one kind of influence, for example the influence of followers attitude, or the influence

of followers performance, would probably provide us with data for a more detailed

analysis. Also, the number of respondents could be seen as a limitation. We can say

that our results points in a certain direction, but from our sample we cannot claim that

“this is how it is”. While this was not our objective, it should be mentioned as a

limitation of this study. The majority of the data collected in this study is our own,

primary data, but one of the cases consists of secondary data only. Thus, we had to

rely on information collected by others for other purposes in that particular case.

6.4 Recommendations for further research ...

6.4.1 How culture diversity influence the leader and organization system

Among the cases we analyzed, there is corporation like Haidilao which contains

single culture background; the pharmaceutical companies are multinational

corporations, it merged few kinds of different cultures; and Emirate Airline, their

followers come from over 135 nationalities...we aware that under the different level of

mix culture or culture merge environment, followers’ influence at culture perspective

is appeared differently. For example, according to their culture ,what is their

understanding of individual right of discourse? What level do they willing to obey

leader’s instruction without questioning? What is their definition or boundary of being

“respect”, “equality”, “challenge”...based on their culture background? ... and so on.

Also, when we talk about the company culture within the corporation, there is no

doubt that follower as individual has influence on it, but on the other hand, the

diversity of nationality cultures are also an important perspective that may influence

the general company culture within the organization system.

6.4.2 “Instant relationship”
As we discussed in the case of Emirates airline, we reviewed the specific model

between leader and followers in their organization system, which we may call it
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“instant relationships” between leader and followers, in our empirical finding, we

claimed that the short-period and rotated cooperation relationship between leader and

followers, will have to face a higher challenge of breaking ice, building trust, and

adopting the working style of each other. However under most cases, they are doing

well, both followers and leaders. After have a further understanding of this

organization system, we think this working model can be seen as the “Enhanced

Version 2.0” of general working model.

Because of time limitation, lots of hidden problems will be exposed. On other

hand, it also pushed the communication between leader and followers more effective.

This working model requires that the leader recognizes and redistributes the work

faster than usual. It has required everyone to remain professional, to keep the entire

system running well. The individual follower has more clear self- awarness of the

situation, compare with addressed by leader,

Based on the above characteristics we described, we think this kind of “instant

relationship” between leader and followers, is well worth to be researched for further

benefit. Probably through more interviews and collecting data in order to contribute

more angle and direction of development in this field. But now in the business field,

we did not find out more papers about this kind of “instant relationship” studies and

surveys. We hope that our articles and analysis done so far can promote the progress

of this study moving a little bit further in this field.

It would be interesting to take one of the kinds of influence that we found in this

study and explore that in more detail. Our findings points towards a difference in

followers influence depending on industry, which could be interesting to look further

into. The cultural aspect of how influence from follower to leader manifests itself was

just touched upon in this study, but it is a topic worthy of a study of its own.
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Appendices
Appendix A ---Interview Questions

1. In what situation are you influenced by your followers?

2. What type of follower do you prefer?self-managing , “naughty” ones or other types

if you can diatribe?

3. What is a good follower for you or your objective?

4. Did you ever or often motivated by your followers behavior, if yes, how ? Please

give an example.

5. In what way are your followers expectation of you impacting you as a leader?

6. Can you recall any situations when followers have changed you as a leader?

7. Do you react in any certain way to your followers behavior? Is it always like that,

or its changing all the time.

8. When it comes to followers impact on you as a leader, is what they say or what

they do that has the most impact? Please explain

9. How do you handle the feedback from basic level stuff, like your followers or

subordinate, encourage it? Or you prefer they focus on their own task, do not trying to

over thinking out of their position?

10. If you feel any influence from followers by which way, and how will you react

about this?

11. What do you think of “instant leadership”, according to your situation, can you

name some rules that will good for building this kind of fast relationship between

leader and follower?

12. What do you think of the instant relationship between leader and follower? How

does it will influence on followers’ influence process? If you have any example,

please share with us.
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